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H.E. The Governor 
Falkland Islands

I enclose a copy of a Memorandum on the 
Auslands-Organisation and German activities in South 
America which has been prepared here and v/hich may be 
of interest to you.

Will you please acknowledge receipt.
I should be grateful if you would treat 

this memorandum as a very secret document and arrange that 
it should be seen only by a limited number of officers 
within your discretion.

for Brigadier Sir David Petrie.
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The first figure in brackets before any 
item indicates the date of the information; the 
subsequent letter shows the souroe, according to 
the following key;-

A • S.I.S.
B : Report from Diplomatio Mission 

0 : Canadian Intelligence
D : Censorship Intercept of apparent reliability 

E : Mexican Intelligence 

F ; South American Press
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G : German Informants
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GENERAL

reported by Hermann Rauschning 
in ”Hitler Speaks’* •

Source - Hitler

”It is a good thing to have at least tv/o German 
societies in every country. One of them can always call 
attention to its loyalty to the country in question, and will 
have the function of fostering social and economic connections. 
The other may be radical and revolutionary. It will have to be 
prepared to be frequently repudiated by myself and other 
German authorities. I want to make it quite clear that I 
make no distinction betv/cen German Nationals and Gormans by 
birth v/ho are citizens of a foreign country. Superficially, 
we shall have to make an allov/ance for such citizenship, but 
it will be your task to train Germans v/ithout distinction to 
place their loyalty to the Deutschtum before their loyalty to 
the foreign state •••••••.••• I must leave to your discretion
the means.”

.31
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In order to make this account of Gorman activities 
in South America as free from repetition as possible, the^ iirst 
half consists of a general description of the workings oi the 
A©0o in South America* In this part names and details hove been 

so that it may serve as o. ".ackground for tnc detailed 
information given in the second halloomitted ■:

GERMAN ACTIV IT IE £L_I1LAljERIGA

Before describing the activities and organisation 
of Nazism in South America, a survey of the German situation there 
prior and up to 1933 will show the foundation on v/hich the 
Auslands Organisation in Berlin had to build, and will make 
clearer the complicated structure which was gradually erected©

In 1933 there were nearly 1,500,000 people of 
German stock in South America; these were composed of Reichs- 
deutsche (those of German nationality) and Volksdeutsche (those 
of German origin and South American nationality©) There wore •* 
1,000,000 Volksdeutsche in Brazil, 250,000 in the Argentine, 
50,000 in Chile and the remainder divided fairly equally between 
the other republics© The proportion of Volksdcutsche to Rcichs- 
deutsche varied between 3si and 8:1 © These figures are 
approximately correct to-day©

This German population was not a scattered one© It 
was distributed in definite "colonies11, the largest groups being 
found in Brazil, Argentine, and Chile where in certain areas the 
population was almost exclusively German© In Brazil these areas 
were in the southern states, especially Santa Catharina, Rio 
Grande do Sul, Sao Paulo, Mines Geraes; in the Argentine, in 
Buenos Aires, Chaco, Misiones, Santa Fe, Cordoba, Entre Rios; 
in Chile, in the south-central sector; and in Uruguay, in 
Montevideo©

• '3

These German "colonies" remained entirely 
unassimilated into the rest of the population© There was little 
inter-marriage with South Americans, and social, cultural and 
economic intercourse was confined almost exclusively amongst 
themselveso Except for their nationality, these Volksdeutsche 
remained in every other respect German© They had their German 
schools, associations, sports organisations, musical clubs, etc. 
Race consciousness was an integral part of the German character 
long before the advent of Hitler©

Most of this German population was engaged in 
commerce; either in private enterprise, or in the branches of 
large German firms (Bayer, Thyssen s Lametall, etc.), or in public

constituted another important factor in segregating them from the 
remainder of the population,, G

\
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Thus German diplomatic establishments in the South 
American republics, apart from their normal diplomatic duties, act 
in concert with the A.O, The more old-fashioned German diplomats 
have certainly resented the position, but those reactionaries 
have been gradually replaced by thorough-going Nazis, who have no 
scruples and assist the activities of the A.O. in the countries 
to which- they are accredited©

i ■

Thus, when the Nazis began, to pone trots South America 
thoy found circumstances ideal for their purpose, and also a wide 
variety of instruments already available for forging into one 
powerful machine* There were the solid Gennan settlements., the 

isting German organisations, and, most important of all, 'a 
strongly established economic position with its roots in the Reich* 
The process of Nazification that followed was merely a matter of 
propaganda, reorientation of political outlook, changes of 
nomenclature, and co-ordination under an autocratic central
controlo

i
ex

Another development in the collaboration between 
the .A.Ot and the Foreign Office is that, in addition to diplomats 
being appointed to a legation to work for the A.O. as in the case 
of Press and Commercial Attaches, a member (or members) of the 
Landesgruppe is incorporated in the Diplomatic Service undei? the 
resounding title of "Hoheitstraeger der Partei" and similarly 
attached to the Legation© It is noi; known whether this extra
ordinary proceeding has any more precise purpose than further 
strengthening the liaison between the A.O. and the Foreign Office.

The A.O., then© controls and organises all "Germans" 
living abroad - in this particular case, in South America. The 
definition of "Germans" as used here and henceforward means all 
persons of German origin, irrespective of nationality© 
has said:- "I want to make it quite clear that I make no 
distinction between German nationals-and Germans by birth."

As HitlerAUSLANDS ORGANISATION
n -i li r~------ ----------

It is the Auslands Organisation in Berlin which 
directs, or attempts to direct, the activities of all Germans 
living beyond the frontiers of the Reich©

This organisation, in its original state* had direct 
links with the other government offices in Berlin, and acted as an 
intermediary channel between them and the whole of the Aaslands- 
deutschtum© In this way all matters concerning Auslandsdeutsche 
passed through one of the many departments of the Auslands 
Organisation, where they were co-ordinated in accordance with the 
general policy.

THE GROWTH OF NAZISM IN SOUTH AMERICA

!Up to 1933 there were comparatively few adherents 
to National Socialism in South America. When Hitler came into 
power,, a certain number began to support the movement, either- in 
the hope of obtaining economic advantages thereby, or because they 
made the fundamental error of confusing Nazism with conservatism 
and monarchism. But on. the whole this internal initiative amounted 
to little in Comparison with the widespread activities which were 
instigated and directed by the A;0. in Berlin©

The A.O. in South America works in two definite

i
But on 30th January 1937 a development of great

On that day Hitler appointed the head of
BOHLEimportance took place.

the A.O., E.W.BOHLE, to a position in the Foreign Office© 
thus became personally and immediately responsible to the Foreign 
Minister, and took part in Cabinet meetings© Since that date, as 
the result of BOHLE^s ambitious efforts, the A.O. and the German 
Foreign Office worked together in ever closer collaboration, which 
trend was further accelerated by the appointment of RIBBENTROP 
as Foreign Minister, fields

1In this partnership of the A.O. and the Foreign 
on ice, the A.O, has played an increasingly predominant part, and 
consequently the Nazification of the German Diplomatic Corps 
proceeded apace, with the result that its members and amenities 
nave been placed more and more at the services of the A,0.

Among the Volksdeutsche; • .
Among the rest of the population.

Its methods in each field di3?fer, and therefore each v/ill be dealt 
with separately: but the mea'is used are the same, and are as f 
follows:-

I.
II.

In South America, up to 1938* German diplomatic 
establishments mostly attended to their proper functions, and, 
outwardly at least, dissociated themselves from the sometimes 
embarrassing activities of the A.O. But since then, German 
diplomacy has openly connected itself with furthering the 
activities of the A.O. In South America all German embassies or 
legations now have a "Special" or "Cultural" or "Press" Attache 
on their staff, an individual who makes no secret of being solely 
concerned \7ith Nazi activities, Furthermore, there is no doubt 
that the German Foreign Office consistently abuses diplomatic

by allowing its Bags to be used for carrying propaganda

0omme rcia7 Organisation 
Political Organisation 
Terrorist Organisation 
Propaganda Organisation

Naturally the whole complicated machinery took a 
number of years to build up© The peace-time organisation 
throughout South America was probably complete about 1935*

a
b
ca

privilege 
and other documents of the A.O©
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The control of the A.O. over all German commerce 
was further strengthened by the following moans —

agents were sent direct from Germany;
the German Legation had certain diplomatic 

means of "pressure'’ which* at the request 
of the AoO,, it would use against those 
having connections with Germany;

so-called "Commercial advisers" were sent out 
by the A.O. to reorganise unwilling firms.

So it will be seen that the A.0o had little difficulty in gaining 
complete political control o%ur aln German commercial activity 
in South America.

.!» VOLKSDEUTSCHB.
OOmSftOI-AL ORGANISATIONA. (a)

With the advent of National Socialism in Germany
industry in the country, and1 (b)dame the Nazification of “all German

following on this, of all foreign branches of German firms.
These commercial "Stuetspunkte" in South America, which, as has 
already been indicated, were numerous and strongly placed, 
formed the nucleus of Nazism i:i every South American republic.
In fact, it is noteworthy that the South American brattices of such 
firms have played a predominant part in all German activities 
up to the present time. The following firms have been most 
active in this respect: (details about each will be found under 
the various republics) :~

i
(c):

I

Casa BAyer 
Union Quimica Banco Germonico de la America del Sud 
.Banco' Aleman Transatlantico 
Deutsche Bonk 
Deutsche Nachrichten Buero 
Hamburg-Amerika Lino 
Thyssen Lometall 
Siemens Schuckert 
A • E • G 
Lahuscn 
Krupp
Pfaff (Sewing Machines)
German Sto.te Railways

:!B.__POLITICAL ORGANISATION
\In South America a der^elopment simultaneous and 

complementary to the Nazi control of commerce was the building up 
of political organisations among the German elements of the 
population. This was done largely on the foundation of already 
existing clubs, societies, and associations, new members being 
enrolled by means of propaganda and varying kinds of pressure.

In considering the following account of the 
National Socialist organisations as they nov/ exist in South 
America, it must be borne in mind that the complicated system on 
which Nazism is founded makes it difficult to give an absolutely 
clear-cut picture. Hov/ever, the following is the simplest picture 
of the v/hole structure0

;
■

;

:
I

i

These German firms, therefore, became the spear-
Their managers and employees 

Working in collaboration\m heads of further Nazi penetration, 
were staunch National Socialists.
with the Commercial AttachA and the German Chamber of Commerce, 
they controlled all trade to and from Germany, and the lesser 
German merchants, who were already dependent on Germany for 
supplies, could easily be brought into line by the threat of 
economic strangulation. (In Uruguay, for example, all private 
individuals and German business houses are obliged to do their 

•business through the Banco Aleman Transatlantico0) In addition 
to genuine trading, these larger firms with headquarters in 

soon allocated other activities. These were:-
the distribution of .propaganda, particularly 

that of the Fichtebund;
commercial espionage,, reports being sent to 

the Commercial Attachk;

the application for immigration permits for 
"confidential employees", coming from the 
head office in Germany, who were in reality 
German agents;

the housing of Nazi archives (as an example, 
confidential Party papers in Mexico City 
were first kept by Motores Koerting, and 
subsequently passed on to the care of 
Union auimioaj;

!: !
: ’

!In each republic in South America there is a 
Landesgruppenleiter, or a Landeskreisleiter (depending on the 
importance of the territory), who is in charge of all Nazi 
activities in that republic, even to the extent of co-operating 
in, though probably not controlling, sabotage, military espionage, 
and Gestapo functions. He is directly responsible to the Ao0. 
in Berlin.

;

mr\ .
:
:Germany were ;There is also in South America an Auslands- 

kommissariat which appears to be a sort of co-ordinating~or 
advisory body for the various Landesgruppenleiter. The head of 
this is the Auslandskommissar, a position at present held by 
Willi fe)EHN, who is also Press Attachfe to the Legation in Monte
video # and-""Civilian" Attach^ to the Legation in Buenos Aires, in 
this work KOEHN is assisted by Paul G» STEMS SEN, who was formerly 
Landesgruppenleiter in Bolivia until 1935* when he was transferred 
to his present position at KOEHN's request.

Attached to the Landesgruppenleiter*s office are 
the heads of all the different Nazi organisations in the country, 
and this office functions as a miniature replica of the A.O.- in 
Berlin. All orders from the A.O. go to the Landesgruppenleiter, 
who then passes them on to the head of the organisation for 
v/hich they are intended.

(a)
:

(b)V

• (c)

.
#

(a)
■

i

The Landesgruppe, then, has jurisdiction over the 
whole republic. Under it the country is divided geographically 
into subsidiary administrative regions, each with its local head 
office which deals with all political activities in its district,

acting as covers for German money coming 
into tho country for the financing of 
subversive activities.

(e)

!

J
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to the Hitler Jugend. Its members are subjected to intensive 
propaganda and are trained in military exercises. On attaining 
leaving age members graduate to the adult organisations, such 
as the D.A.F., etc.
3® Deutsche Arbeitsfront

6. /
I

covered being indicated ifollows, the area ■

These regions are as 
in brackets Ilargest sub-division ofKreis - (state, 3oe?

a republic)
Stuetzpunkt - (municipality) 
Ortsgruppe - (town)

- (rural district)
The D.A.F. is the most widespread and useful of 

all Nazi organisations in South America. It has the ostensible 
purpose of organising all workers in the German community. 
Nominally it controls wages, working conditions etc 
dues, and purports to pay benefits. In reality it is yet another 
means of regimenting all Germans in South America for the purpose 
of subversive activities against the .country in which they live. 
Its members are active in general espionage,. propaganda, 
terrorism, and sabotage (as regards sabotage, it appears probable 
that although saboteurs are drawn from the ranks of the D.A.F. 
they are controlled by organisers independent of the A.O.)

f

Zelle exactslocal headquarters is a Kreis- 
member of the

• 9

In charge of these 
Stuetzpunktleiter, etc«, generallywho is responsible to the Landesgruppenleiter, and

with instructions from the Landesgruppenleiter, 
local leaders of the various

a
leiter,
N.S.D.A.P
who, in accordance 
co-ordinates the work of the 
political organisations.

• 9

The following are the chief political 
all of which exist in every geographical division.

given):-
It is obligatory for every German to belong to 

the D.A.F. Employment in German firms can only be obtained, or 
offered, through the headquarters of the D.A.F 
records of all Germans in the republic are kept; (similar 
records are .also kept in the headquarters of the N.S.D.A.P.)

German firms are forbidden to employ non-members

(Both1 German Lad Spanish names are v/here full• >• t>N. S»D. Ao P.
Hitler Jugend (H.J.)- Agrupacion de la 

Juventud Alemana

1.
20

of the D.A.F.
Frauenschaft (N.S.F.)National Sozialistische

- Comunidad Obrera de la Mujer Alemana3. All members, both employers and employees, have 
to furnish reports on their businesses, and on any other subject 
of interest of v/hich they may have knowledge. These reports are 
collated by the D.A.F. and passed on to the Commercial Attach^, 
the Press Attachd, N.S.D.A.P., or to v/hatever quarter is likely 
to be interested,
4. • Kraft durch Freude

Maedchen (B.D.M.)Bund Deutsche
Deutsche Arbeitsfront (D.A.F.) - Frente Aleman 

de Trabajo, or, Union Alemana Gremios

ko

5.

Kraft durch Freude (K.D.F.) - Club Nazi de 
E spare imiento

6.
The K.D.F. covers the same section of the community 
the difference being that the K.D.F. organisesand in addition to these there are innumerable associations of 

doctors, engineers, musicians, etc. which are none the less 
political in characters. Examples of the latter are.-

as the D.A.F
the spare time and pleasures of its members and thus ensures a 
continuous control during both work and leisure hours.- It offers 
cheap mass entertainment, and by this means attracts its members - 
although, of course, these pleasures are merely-financed out of 
the subscriptions which the numbers pay to the D.A.F. and other 
organisations.

• 9

..or
War Veterans AssociationGerman Gliding Club - Club Aleman de Planeadores 
German Sports Club - Grupo Deportivo Aleman 
N.S.Verein Deutsche Ingerieure (V.D. I.) For the purpose of dealing with the A.O. as a whole 

there.is little point in differentiating between these various 
organisations, except to note that .N.S.D.A.P.* members are more 
fanatical Nazis than the rest0 Whether a person is a member of

the N.S.F;

If there is, in South America, a body similar 
- and although this has been suggested

its members wouldto the S.A. in Germany
no convincing evidence has come to light - 
be drawn from all of the various political organisations 
mentioned above (excepting, of course, those for women).

or any other group underthe N.S.D.A.Pthe D.A.F
the aegis of the A.O., the distinction is scarcely more than a 
convenient system of labels invented for the benefit of the 
organisers of the v/hole structure.

• 9® 9# 9

N.S.D.A.Po
The fact remains that, vis-A-vis the rest of the 

world, a member of any of these organisations is imbued with the 
Nazi Weltanschauung, and servos to the best of his abilities 
the furthering of German plans, wherever he may bo. In view of 
the universal and thorough dragooning of Volksdeutsche in South 
America by the A.O 
has joined such an organisation he can hardly be regarded as any. 
less dangerous than a' convinced. Nazi - for having once brought him 
into the fold, thd A.O. have means of ensuring that he shall do 
exactly what is required of him.

The N.S.D.A.Po forms the core of the political 
body in German communities. Membership is carefully 
restricted. Only pure "Aryans11 are taken, though actual 
nationality is of no consequence. What recruiting there is, 
is done mainly among the younger generation who have passed 
through the German schools and the Hitler Jugend *'

i
it should be borne in mind that once a man i• 9

.i ft
2. witler Jugend

The Hitler Jugend has already become the most 
source of "new blood" for the Nazis in South America.

schools (see under) are compelled to belong
j 13

pupils of the German■ a
j
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:0. TERRORIST ORGANISATION

In the preceding section it has been mentioned that 
members of the various Nasi organisations are forced to obey 
implicitly orders from Party headquarters* The steps taken to 
enforce obedience in this respect, and also to compel Germans 
to join the organisations., arc the same as those used by the 
Germans all the world over* There are many different forms of 
pressure adopted by the Nazis, and it has been stated in an 
official document that it can be said that in South America they 
use all the means they can devise, not stopping at murder or 
threats of violence, so long as they avoid coming into open 
conflict v/ith the. State whose hospitality they enjoy.

Actually there arc few instances when extreme 
measures have had to be resorted to, as sufficient pressure can 
usually be brought to bear in other waysP The following are 
the chief means of compulsion used by the A.O.

through commerce 
through the Party 
through the Legation or Consulate 
through spying on anti-Nasi organisations 
through victimisation of children 
through playing upon the fear that " some day the 

Nazis will be in control.n

In addition.to this, all German nationals abroad have to report 
at regular intervals to their Legation; if they do not do so 
they are liable to. lose their nationality,, (in Uruguay, in 
1938, this obligation to report even applied to Uruguay*citizens 
of German origin. The German Legations explanation of this was 
that in this way the Reich was able to ensure that all Germans 
adhered to the lav/s of Uruguay and were completely loyal to 
the land of their adoption

l

i)
When reporting to the' Legation, Germans must 

give a statement of their financial position: they must also 
give names and addresses of thoir relations in Germany. The 
implications of this need no comment0

If a Reichsdeutscher is reported to be 
unsympathetic towards National Socialism, the Legation has the 
following means of exerting pressure:-

It can refuse diplomatic protection.
It can refuse passports, birth certificates,

marriage certificates.
It can threaten confiscation of property in 

Germany and reprisals on relations there.
16 collaboration v/ith the German banks it can 

refuse to grant "devisen" •

U
(ii

(iii T>(iv
(v

(Vi

(iv) Anti-Nazi organisations are spied upon and 
their members then subjected to violence or economic boycott0

Children at German schools are compelled to 
report on their parents. A disloyal parent is dealt with 
by persecution of the child at school.

(i) Prior to 1933 Gorman commercial interests in 
South America were closely integrated and interdependent; further
more, they depended to a largo extent on direct trade v/ith 
Germany. Consequently once firms with headquarters in Germany 
were working in conjunction v/ith the A.O
American German businesses were easily brought into line by 
the Commercial Attachi or local German Chamber of Commerce in 
collaboration with these large firms, who had only to threaten 
the stoppage of supplies or markets* In addition, the information 
supplied by the members of the D.A.F. could be used for 
commercial blackmail.

(v)
the remaining South• 9

(vi) The bogey that "Nazism will some day control the 
republican government" is a threat that is frequently 
successful v/hen used against wavering members of the German 
community, particularly owing to the known instability of South 
American Governments. • -

Once an individual firm had been brought into 
conformity v/ith national socialistic ideals, its members were 
dealt with by methods most suited to each particular case.

Thus the whole of German commerce in South 
America was pressed into the service of the Nazis.

The N.S.D.A.P. and D.A.P., through their complete 
records of all Germans living within their area, can by their 
control of German firms ensure that an anti-Nazi German is 
debarred from any employment in German businesses, or, if he is 
a professional man, that he loses all his German clients and 
that he is subjected to continual persecution..

< Members of any Nazi organisation are forbidden, so
xar as is practicable, to deal with non-German business, or to 
buy non-German goods. Party discipline thus ensures that a 
recalcitrant individual or firm, can be ruined by the cutting off 
of supplies and/or customers.

or These various methods of terrorisation, v/hen used 
in conjunction with propaganda, have enabled the A.O. to bring, 
the German settlements in South America into a state of complete 
subjection to the will of the authorities in Berlin0

In addition, there are two other methods of 
intimidation, the first of which is a purely Party concern - 
the Sohliohtungsausschttsse. The;^s are Party courts v/hich try 
cases of disaffection or disobedience0 The penalties inflicted 
include political excommunication and various forms of boycott.

Secondly, there is the Gestapo* Although the 
Gestapo, as such, is an organisation whose activities are confined 
to the Reich, there have been many reports from South Amerioan 
republics of "Gestapo" agents and organisations 
must be concluded that similar bodies to the German Gestapo exist 
in South America. There have been reports to this effect from 
Mexico, Colombia, Brazil and the Argentine, from v/hich it can be 
safely inferred that the other South American republics are 
similarly covered.

!» '
(ii) '

ii|i

v •

Prom this it ci-al

'
(iii) German diplomatic establishments in South America 

also have records of all Germans living in the country.
The "Gestapo" in each republic has a "head" who is 

responsible directly to Berlin, but whether to the Gestapo itself 
or to the A.O. is not known. In his own sphere his actions are 
entirely independent of all other German organisations in South 
America.

Germans emigrating from the Reiqh have to give 
full details of themselves to the A.O. in Berlin which then 
forwards the information to the Legation or Consulate concerned#

.
V

i
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10. Mexico- - —' In Mexico City, a distributor of Fichtebund
propaganda .threatened three men with death for their anti-Nazi 
activitieso

Brazil

! ;In Colombia the head of the local Gestapo is the
and of him the 

"I have here an
i

First Secretary of the Legation, Karl REIGNER,
German Minister is alleged to have said:- "1 . a ^ ^
agent of the Gestapo, and I would give much to get rid of him, 
but I cannot.”

* In Brazil it came to the knowledge of the Party 
ohat a German, who had been settled in the country"for thirteen 
years, had criticised the Nazi regime, whereupon a letter was sent 
to him warning that if he continued doing this his misconduct would 
be reported to the authorities in Germany, 
life was made so difficult for him that he 
the Brazilian authorities for protection.

\

In March 1939 a Foreign Office report stated 
that in the Argentine the "Gestapo" were functioning under the 
guise of the Hafendienst. This is the only reference to the 
Hafendienst in South America.

■ Eventually this man’s 
v/as obliged to turn to

Uruguay____  _ In early 1940 a man who had for- some years held
Uruguayan citizenship, who v/as not a Nazi and who had an important, 
post in a neutral concern, v/as approached for a subscription to 
the "Winter Help Fund”. It was suggested that a thousand 
Uruguayan pesos would be appreciated. He replied that he v/as a 
Uruguayan citizen,, that as representative of a neutral business 
concern he did not wish to be involved in such matters, and 
finally that anyhow he was not a sympathiser of the Nazi party.
He was then shown a piece of paper bearing a Berlin address, and 
asked if he knew anyone living there, and if so. did he not think 
he had better reconsider his decision. The address v/as that of 
his mother, a widow© He paid®

In spite of innumerable allegations concerning 
the pressure exerted by the A*0* on all Volksdeutsche living 
outside Germany, there is an almost entire absence of concrete 
evidence to support these storieso But this, indeed, is only 
to be expected; for the more successful the methods of 
persuasion, the less likely are the victims to report the 
matter to the authorities.

Hebe however, are some definite oases of such • T>
terrorism in South America,,

Up to 1935 Jurgen SCHLUBACH was Ortsgruppen- 
leiter in Bogota. This man reported another German living in 
Bolivia, one Hans Otto GASTt to A.O. headquarters "for failing 
to respect the Party." GAST, on returning to Germany for a 
holiday in 1935, found himself in serious difficulties and would 
have been sent to a concentration camp had not his reputation 
as an ex-officer of the Imperial Army saved him.

Dr, BERCHTOLD, an employee of the Curacao 
Trading Company, maintained a Black List of all politically 
suspicious members of the German colony. Among the names on this 
list, there was even a Swiss subject - ZUERCHER, of the 
Ferreteria Roberto Beck.

Colombia
D, PROPAGANDA
.>■ «' A 1^.cr% «■ mCm re,-

Simultancous?.y with the continual use of terrorism 
to recruit and consolidate South American Germans in the service 

a constant stream of propaganda is directed at 
these elements of the population. This propaganda serves both to 
attract new adherents and to cement afore firmly those already 
enlisted. Its general tenor follows familiar Nazi lines - stirring 
up discontent and emphasizing the attractions of living under a 
National Socialist regime.

of the AoO 0,

Colombia

The various channels used for instilling Nazism 
into the Volksdeutsche may be defined as follows

Colombia In 1937 Professor ESPERSTAEDT of the German 
College in Bogota, backed, by Dr* FRICKE, the German Charg4 
d'Affaires, began an infamous campaign against a Catholic priest 
named Father Richard STRUVE, in an attempt to have him expelled 
from Colombia, and to force him to return to Germany v/here a 
dismal fate awaited him. As a climax, the aforementioned 
Dr® HERCHTOLD, together with H.BOCK, then Ortsgruppenleiter, and 
some other members of the Party, burst into the priest’s study 
and threatened him v/ith violence.

(i iEducation 
Social activities 
Radio
Party Press

Education. In every republic there are German 
schools, which are most numerous in Braz.il> Chile and the 
Argentine. These schools are financed from German funds, and 
are entirely under Nazi control. Their teachers are all 
politically "sound” from the viewpoint of the A.O 
having been trained in Germany.

i(ii
(iii 

• (iv
r

i
■

(i)

Colombia_____ In 1938 Herr RONSDORP, a respected business man,
was obliged to join the D.A.P. in order to avoid German 
customers boycotting his cloth business. In this case ROWSDORF 
became a convinced anti-Nazi, although afraid to confess it 
publicly.

many of them•»

All.Germans in South America are, under compulsion 
to send their children to be educated at thes'e schools, 
totalitarian ideology is thoroughly inculcated and all lessons 
are taught with th’e usual Nazi perversions*. Pupils have to join 
the H.J. or B.D.M., the activities of which occupy most of their 
spare time in much the same way as the K.D.P. regiments the 
leisure hours of D,A,F„ members,,

I

i
There the

Colombia■ . ■  „ ,, H. KELLNER, an important v/orker in the scientific
section of the Scadta (German controlled air service) was

80 Persistently that he was finally driven to belong to

Further examples of D.A.P. pressure In Colombia are;-

E<i. SPERLING & Co. and a certain Dr. HOECK were 
advised to dismiss their Jewish employees; a Mr. KESSLER was told 
to break off relations with Dr. MENDEL, in such cases the * 
"suggestions" came from the German Colombian Chamber of Commerce,
Tice-Consul KRAUSE, and the D.A.P.

The German schools also try to attract non-Germans 
by accepting "cut-rate" foes. The following figures reveal some 
interesting facts:-

' l
s

I
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21'5 German schools with 15*000 pupils; 
74% of pupils Argnmt&n$;
11% German nationals.
Pupils of the Hindenburg school:
9.0% Uruguayan,
1.0% German nationals.
Teachers in German school are 
90% German nationals,
2s000 German schools,
2^845 German teachers dismissed#

The figures for the Argentine and Brazil give some idea of the 
large number of potential Nazis that the school must have turned, 
out between 1933 and 193V The figures for Uruguay and the 
Argentine show how widespread is the Nasi influence among South 
American nationals of German origin0 From the figures for Brazil 
and Mexico it can be seen that the education of all these children 
has been almost exclusively in the hands of Reichsdeutsche#

After leaving school, thoroughly grounded in the 
doctrines of Nazism, a selected number of graduates were, up to 
the outbreak of war, given free trips to Germany, free courses at 
a University, free living, free travelling in Germany, and a 
monthly allowance from the A,08 The benefits were also extended 
to non-German South Americans who were considered suitable for 
the purpose#

Argentine (1938) For the purpose of maintaining the German 
organisations and propaganda in South America, the A#.0# has had to 
provide enormous sums of money# Up to the outbreak of .war a 
considerable amount of money oame from Berlin, and was distributed 
by the various South American branches of the Banco Germanico de 
la America do Sud and the German Transatlantic Bank* (In Mexico 
City the.former Bank never issues a financial statement and does 
not belong to the Mexico Clearing House#) Other large firms with 
headquarters in Germany act as channels for.Nazi funds# On the 
instructions of the A.O
profits home, place the money at the disposal, of the Party. 
Equivalent sums in Reichsmarks are then paid by Berlin to the 
firm13 head office# Secret distribution of funds is also done 
through these firms, who thus cloak the source of the money.

Uruguay (1938)

Mexico' (1941)
these firms, instead.of remitting their• 9

!(1936)
(1938)

Brazil

Other sources of revenue are:-
ffinterhilfsv/erk Only half the amount raised is 

used for itif~avowed object*, Tbe remainder goes 
to swell the Party funds in each republic.

Subscriptions.to Nazi Organisations The D.A.F. is 
a steady source' of revenue, niemoership being 
compulsory, and subscriptidns being deducted 
at source from wages wherever this is practicable#

Levies on Business Full details of the financial 
status of all.German business are.known to the 
Commercial Attach^,>and payment of quotas is

• demanded from these'firms.

Levy on Private Wealth The same procedure as 
above is applied to private fortunes#

Donations from Wealthy Sympathisers Large sums 
are' subscribed by those who optimistically hope 
that German activities will further their own 
commercial or political aspirations#

The funds from the above sources are used to pay 
for aotivities both among the Germans and among the Latin-American 
population#

T>

It must be noted that the foregoing description 
of German schools in South America applies to them in their 
most expansive period, i#e# up to 1938, for in that year Brazil, 
A rgentine and Chile passed strong restrictive legislation 
controlling both teachers and teaching in all schools, and since 
then the activities of the German schools have been considerably 
cramped# However, even now their influence is by no means 
negligible#

(ii) Social Activities German sports clubs, music 
clubs, social clubs, etc#, are active in maintaining the Party 
spirit by means of lectures, sporting events, films and other 
communal entertainments# Books, propaganda films and recordings 
of speeches by leading Nazis are sent from Germany to the Press 
Attaches under diplomatic cover#

O.4?

At the outbreak of war German activities in South 
America v/ere largely, self-supporting financially# But not 
entirely self-supporting* it appears - for German establishments 
in the Argentine have recently been instructed to mortgage their 
assets# Expenditure, which obviously has increased during the war, 
is evidently in excess of receipts, and the question of raising" 
money for A.O. activities will doubtless become increasingly acute*

In this connection it is interesting to note 
that the.Uruguayan authorities strongly suspected the German 
Sports Club in Montevideo of being a "cover" for the Gestapo#

Radio(iii) _ _ Low-priced radio sets, of German 
manufacture, are sold to Germans - and. to anyone else who cares 
to buy - in South Amerioa# These sets are so adjusted as to 
receive only the short-wave stations in Germany, and, like 
t?f^nned Propaganda and filmB, are frequently imported as "diplomatic goods." • II LATIN-AMERICANS if

while thoroughly organising the German 
elements in the South American republics, has been equally active 
in propagating National Socialism among the Latin-American 
population#. There can be no other, purpose for these activities 
than the ultimate German domination of South Americao

The A«0 * 9_ . _ In addition, the Press Attach^ buys "time" on the
local wireless stations, by which means Nazi propaganda can be 
widely disseminated* .

fja1(iv) Party Press Newspapers in German are published 
by the Party headquarters and all members of organisations 
expected to read them# Certain of the more extreme papers are 
for circulation only to German subscribers and are not on sale 
to the general public#

(

Bi this field, too, the usual methods ofare
penetration are employed©
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: considerably more useful than their Gasman counterparts for- 

harassing the Republican governments, since they can be employed 
to create open dissension without involving the Ao0o in any 
illegal activities

A, OOlWJRCIAh ORGANISATION

{Germans hold important positions in public works* 
In Mexico, Argentine and Chile they control numerous telephone 
systems. Throughout South America 20,000 miles, of air-services 

■ have German technicians and pilots,, (Certain republics have 
recently been talcing steps to remedy this situation.) To a 
lesser degree* other forms of transport in South At.orica are also 
German managed and staffed.

i
IIIn addition* there are violence and bribery* both 

of which means arc particularly effective* in South Americas ;

:D* PROPAGANDA
Thus the Nazis have key men in concerns that are 

.essentially non-German, and those men are able to exert 
considerable influence on their Latin-American employees©

Among .smaller enterprises penetration has been 
effected by German subvented price-cutting, a- manoeuvre which 
aims at making the South American trader as far as possible 
dependent on German channels of supply and therefore amenable 
to Nazi influence»

German propagand/aomeng the Latin Americans is 
carried on under the auspices of the Press and/or Cultural 
Attaches©
the decadence of the democracies, the glorification of Nazism® 
Its vehicles:

i

Its main themes arc: ant i ~c onugruiIran * ant 1° semi t i sm,

(i Radio 
NewspsK-r: a 
Press Services 
Films
Social Entertainment 
Pichtebuna Literature 
Ibero-American Institute©

(ii
(iii
(ivBo POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS

(V
(ViGerman organisations and money have played a 

large part in building- up in the South American Republics political 
parties of a fascist or National Socialist character© The 
membership of these parties is mainly composed of non-German 

■ South Americans, particularly uf tho younger generation® Their 
Aetonothle aim is to.introduce ’’home-grown" fascism into the 
country, and they form a convenient disguise for subversive 
German activities© They are, of course* largely dependent on 
their German "backers", particularly for finance® In the event 
of a Government ban on German organisations, these parties can 
be, and are, used to cover the continued activity of the Nazis®

(vii
(i) Radio Propaganda is sent out from numerous 

short v/ave stations in Germany, and also from local stations 
during "hired time"®

(ii) ffewspapers Independent newspapers are "controlled" 
by the allocation of’ advertising® All German firms have to leave 
the placing of their advertisements in the hands of the Press 
Attach^© Thus the Press Attaehb can handle en bloc the whole 
advertising appropriation of tho German commercial community, 
which is no mean weapon® In return for receiving advertisements 
a newspaper has to agree to make the tenor of its news pro-German, 
to use the Transocean service (see under), and to abstain from 
pro-British sentiments® A newspaper which agrees to these terms 
receives its share of German, advertisements which are paid for at 
strictly noncommercial rates® (This advertising lever is also 
used on commercial wireless stations®)

The following are the more influential of
such parties in South America:-

Brazil LNTEgRALISTA

REVISIONIST (as yet small, but 
nevertheless important)

YOUNG NATIONALIST PARTY 
RESTAURACION

Uruguay 3 ■r-

Argentine- The AaO* also publishes newspapers and lavishly 
produced periodicals in Spanish* the latter being either given 
away free or sold at ridiculously low prices©Chile DEUTSCH-OHILIENSCHE BUND 

AMIGOS DE ALEMANIA 
VANGUARD!A POPULAR SOCIALISTA

:
Of late these methods of press propaganda have

firstly because the "wielding" ofbeen proving less successful;
advertisements is a game that two can $ay and the British have 
imitated the German methods with growing success; secondly 
because the republican governments have boon taking steps to 
suppress purely propagandist publications backed by foreign money 
or influence.

;
9.9—^^ORISM.

. , ,, A mon£ no-'-German South .Americans the means of
more limit^the cornrn*"a the A*0o is, naturally* considerably

;-

(iii) Press Services The Transoeean Press Service, with 
its headquarters in Berlin, supplies free "news” to anyone who wil. 
publish it. This source of information is, however, now so 
universally suspect that only a very few South American newspapers 
will avail themselves of its services.

. + + _ . A C;6Jtain amour.u o.- commercial pressure can be 
brought to bear on those Latin-American firms and individuals 
that are m any way connected with German commercial interests.

In a restricted way the "native" fascist 
organisations can employ the some methods as the A*0* does among 
the Volksdeutsche, and there is little doubt that they do this 
under the guidance of their German hackers. Also, they are Social Entertainment Socially eminent Germans 

theTrelitVrCTS^HtTf those who are highly.placed
The leaders in this field

(iv)
are lavish in 
in the government or the armed forces.

k
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i(i Ministry of War.

Ministry of Marine 
Ministry.of Agriculture 
'State-Oil Fields 
Argentine National Bank .

The signatures on the documents were those of. 
Von SCHUBERT, counsellor, of the Legation, and Alfredo MUELLER 
head of the- DoA-.F. in', the -.Argentine*

Naturally the German Embassy denied the 
authenticity of. the documento But whether genuine or not, the ' 
"report" provides an*excellent illustration of the co-operation 
of every element of the German community in furthering Nazi 
plans. ' v .

diplomats* men of letters (who also leoturo) * and (ii
(iii
(iv

of v/ork are 
those with aristocratic titleso

(vfy) Fichtcbund Literature is sent out from Hamburg 
in the form "of loaf lotsr~Tno 'd'ipurIJbution of those loaf iocs is 
carried out largely by German firmso

(vi) IbcrorAmqr3^,<aj^Jr^yjn/ltG The ho ad auart or sol 
this institution are in Berlin; its chief is General wiihc..-.m 
Faupel; its overt object is the furthering of cultural . 
relations between. Germany and the South American countries.^ t 
In reality it is, of course, yet another, moans of disseminating 
Nazi Propaganda© The Institute has various subsidiary oodles^ 
attached"to it which appear to appeal to definite professional 
categories of South Americans; ono such body is the Academia 
Medico Germany-Sud-Americano, - in 1936* 380 South American 
doctors visited Berlin under the auspices of this Society©

In January. 1939 it was reported that the G’ermans 
were running a secret' organisation on* the River Plato. This 
organisation consisted of ex-naval officers under the control of 
Thilo MARTENS, a shipping agent of Avenida 25 do Mayo 267, 
Y/orking in conjunction v/ith %G.uptain Dietrich NIEBUHR, Naval and 
Air Attachi at Buenos ‘Aireso'. Its objects arc probably espionage 
on and sabotage of shipping©9,

SABOTAGEESPIONAGE
The German sabotage organisation is divided up 

according to subjects, i.e. marine, railway, etc0 These main 
divisions arc composed of small units called "Stuerme" consisting 
of 5-10 men. Saboteurs are, naturally, largely drawn from the 
ranks of the D.A.F©

In April 1939 a considerable stir was caused in 
the Argentine by the publication of a document purporting to be 
a facsimile reproduction of a report cn the possibilities of a 
German annexation of Patagonia© This report was addressed to 
the Colonial Policy Department of the Central Direction of the 
N.S.D.A.P and a copy was destined for the Auclandsorganisation©© 9

The information contained, in the document was 
alleged to have been obtained through the following channels:- RECENT TRENDS IN THE GERMAN ACTIVITIES

IN.SOUTH AMERICAGerman Embassy (Details of coastal fortifications and oil-1o
wells). From 1938 onwards.most of the South American 

Republics, becoming aware of the dangerous.nature of German, 
activities, enacted various forms of legislation restricting 
or banning foreign political organisations, the uniforms of 
such, foreign financed propaganda, and foreign controlled schools*

This was a development for which the A.O. had 
obviously been prepared. In compliance with these now laws, German 
organisations dissolved themselves, reformed themselves, limited, 
themselves-to Reichsdeutsche, and assumed numerous protean shapes. 
With the result, that , all v/ent on as before.

A few examples will illustrate the change, in 
Rio de Janeiro the D. A.F. turned into the "Bund der Sohaffenden 
Reichsdeutschen", cast off its dual-national members, gave up its 
financial support from abroad, and divorced itself from political 
activities. Likev/ise the uInstitute de Cultura Teuto-Brmileira" 
reformed its statutes and became the "Instituto de Estudoe 
Touto-Brasileiros" with a solely Brazilian directorate and Gorman 
associates as "friends"© It became financially self-supporting, 
but was allowed to receive gifts© Also-in Brazil, the Hitler 
Jugendemerged intact as the "Touto-Brazilian Scout Movement".

2© German Chamber of Commerce (Figures re Imports and Exports 
of raw materials, excepting v/ool)0

German Bank and German Transatlantic Bank (Details of 
foreign capital in the Argentine")’.

h® Lahusen & Oia (Position of the wool production).
Antonio M. Delfino & Oia (Maritime and river navigation* 

harbours, railways,'"’roads and aerodromes).
Popular German Unions and Society for the Protaction of

(Racial composition ~of vohe"population 'Sid 'census of 
Germans)©

DeAoF. (Numbers of Germans employed in technical posts, 
Conditions of v/ork, political groups, etc*)

In addition to this report there were said to be 
enclosed six general staff maps, four plans of establishments 
for coastal artillery, one album of serial photographs, fifteen 
section reports. This material was supposed -bo have come from 
the following sources:-

3c

5o

6©

i:

7o
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As a result, it was reported in June 1938 
that the hack of the Nazi movement in Brasil had been broken - 
than which nothing could be further from the truth, for the 
whole organisation simply wont underground and. continued to 
function as efficiently as before*

Shortly before the outbreak of war the Germans 
decided to restrict the public activities of the A„0. in South 
America; meetings were stopped^ uniforms abandonedo Whereupon 
people, confounding this pretence with moderation, thought that 
the Nazis had changed their spots over night, which was exactly 
the impression intended*

;The most sensational recent development of 
A*0. activities in South America was the discovery of the 

*gifirmarm Plan* * in Uruguay-in June 1940o This plan was drawn
Arnulf FUHRMANN and Julius DALLDORF* together with seven 

other leading Nazis in Uruguay* ~(See under Uruguay for names*)
It was a scheme for -"taking over" Uruguay as a German "agricultural 
colony", which was to be effected by armed German organisations in 
Uruguay assisted by those in Argentine and Brazil, How far A*0* 
Headquarters in Berlin were involved,- it is “at present impossible . 
to state definitely, but it is also impossible to believe that they 
were not fully cognizant of the whole affair.

I
i
:
!

:n
German propaganda, too, has assumed protective 

colouring, and material from Germany is sent to the Falange in 
Spain, who in turn forward it to South America in the guise of 
Spanish, not German, propaganda*

. When the scheme was first exposed, the above 
mentioned eight ringleaders .were arrested* \ DALLDORF being Press 
Attach6 enjoyed diplomatic immunityJ)
procedure, and, it is believed, because -une. u-erman Minister 
threatened to break off diplomatic relations, these men were soon 
afterwards released, whereupon Otto LANGMANN* the Minister, who 
was probably as deeply involved as anyone, had the effrontery to 
threaten with a libel action the Uruguayan deputy-who first brought 
the plan to light* (Otto LANGMANN.is yet another- example of the 
close association of the A.0o and the Foreign Office, for LANGMANN 
was previously Landesgruppenleiter for Guatemala in 1931-3*)

i
Therefore, it can bo accepted that, under what

ever ^disguises or subterfuges, the A*0* in South Americaia still 
functioning vigorously in every branch of its activities^

.
i

w
i

;As a result of the public outcry against their 
release, and also, apparently, in the further process of the law, 
the ringleaders were once more arrested* They are still (April 
1941) awaiting their trial. An eminent German lav/yer has arrived • 
to defend them.

:
\
;

There is no doubt about the genuineness of the 
"FUHRMANN plan", however many dementis Herr LANGMANN may issue* 
The Uruguayan .Public Prosecutor has based his case on over 1,300 * 
pages of material, the full .details of which are not yet known to

i
jrUS*

What may possibly be a similar instance is a 
reported Putsch by a Colonel SOHMIDT in Paraguay on January 6th,* 
1941# which proved abortive.

m
M

>4,V*-'
These plans for the forcible acquisition of power 

by the Germans in South American republics must depend on the 
possession of arms’ by the various Nazi organisations* Although 
definite proof is lacking, there have been too many reports of 
secret caches in South America to lead to any conclusion other than 
that the Germans have been smuggling in and accumulating arms as 
hurriedly as possible* .

i l
Arms depots are said to exist particularly in.

Brazil, Uruguay,- * and the Argentine* It appears probable that arms 
are landed in Brazil, smuggled across to Entre Rios (Argentine), 
which is largely populated by Germans, and distributed from there.- 
Entre Rios, in fact, is the centre of gravity for Nazi activities

Geographically it is bordered by Uruguay, Brazil, 
and Paraguay, and Chile is not far away. The frontier control is 
lax, and it is a convenient place for both assembly and distribution. 
Information indicates a great deal of Nazi coming and/going in this 
area*

in South America.

!

A recent informant, about whose reliability nothing 
is known, stated that in his opinion the Germans in Buenos Aires 
would be able to carry out a military coup at any time they wished. 
He was sure that the following German sports clubs, which are.

t

i .

,
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arid to which they return laden with valuable goods, 
drugs5 which are distributed through Brazil and other South 
American republics.

strategically, favourably placed on the outskirts of Buenos Aires, 
well-supplied with rc'/olvcrs, machine guns and hand grenades

Deutscher Turnvercin, Villa Ballaster;

Deutscher Turnverein, Dock Sur; •
Neuer Deutschcr Turnverein,. Vincente Lopez;
Deutscher Turnverein, Vincente Lopez*
It is reported that on January 14th, 15th and 

'16th, 1941 a Pan-South-Anerican conference of Nazi leaders took 
place at the Brazilian town of Quarahim, close to the Uruguayan 
and Argentine borders. The South American ’’Fuehrer",
General Gunther NIEDENFUKR, from Rio de Janeiro, was present.

1 The delegates Y/ere:-
Oarlos KOHLER, Itaqu.i, Rio Grande do Sul? Brazil;
REISSENWEBER, Villarica, Paraguay;
BOHER, Quito, Ecuador;
DECKER, Puerto Suarez, Eolivi&j-.
Federico MALHER, Lima, Peru;
Franz SCHIIDER, Corrientes 225, Concordia, representing Chile; 

MASSE1TBACH, Montevideo, Uruguay;
Dr. HERBOLEIN, Bogota, representing Columbia,* Venuezela and

Panuma;

such as
are

He mentioned the setback caused by the arrest 
of Jorge WEISSEMBAOII, who was discovered in Concordia carrying 
contraband to Hugnagei, Polattior & Co* of Concordla, whose head 
office is in Buenos Aires0

An employee of this firm was awaiting 
WEISSEMBACH*s arrival at Concordia Station©

(1941-D) He mentioned that the Argentine is the South 
American country into which the greatest number of arms, of all 
types and sizes, including light machine-guns, have been introduced 
by means of the Brazilian frontier. In the province of Entre 
Rios, three quarters of the arms are hidden, ..one of the principal 
caches being that of a Mr DENING, who has a small farm about five 
miles outside Las Moscas in the Department of Viilaguay*

A yacht-owner who lives in Calle Paroissien 2050 
takes an aotive part in transporting arms and contraband from 
Corrientes, via the river Uruguay, to Entre Rios and the Delta 
Islands belonging to the province of Buenos Aires* He is in 
touch with a certain SCHAFER, owner of the Tigre Club, Calle 
Victoria 876, Tigre, who in turn hands the contraband to 
Heinrich FEUREHAHN, owner of a restaurant called "Teutonia" on 
the River Paranasito, and also to someone in the place called 
Heiden in the Arroyo Chiquero*

The indications are that serious action by the 
A.O. in South America will be taken ^JheJ^atest on the entry of 
the United States into the war©

HESS, Sucre 3201, Buenos Aires.

Otto LANGMANN, Gentian Minister to Uruguay, was also present.

General NIEDENFUHR started by informing the • 
conference that Hitler was not satisfied with the Nazi 
activities in South America, with the single exception of 
Brazil. He said that the South American Nazis had not only 
failed to organize themselves well in.the-face of opposition, 
but at the moment completely lacked funds, finding it necessary 
to mortgage their properties, as .has been the case in the 
Argentine.

;

I

He continued by referring to the unfavourable 
state of the movement in Uruguay and Ecuador, and the lack of 
energy in the Argentine and Chile, and also <vo: the complete 
failure of the rising in Paraguay headed by Colonel Federico 
SCHMIDT. "This rising, had been anticipated by Hitler as a 
sure triumph, and relying on this success we arranged for this 
meeting to take place." He then went on to refer to the-, 
practically non-existent Nazi movement in Peru, Bolivia, 
Venezuela, Colombia and Panama, thus giving no help towards the 
formation of the "the German America." ‘:..

General NIEDENFUHR said that Brazil "is within 
the New Order, and a part of Germany." He gave details of tv/o 
sites given by the Brazilian government from which small 
fishing boats leave to provision German raiders and submarines,

;I;
-

' •

r .
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■(19U0-D) In. August 1940 a meeting of the heads of 

the Nazi movement in the Argentine was held in the house of 
jfefleriPo.jERGER, at General Paoheoo 1034f Martinez, Buenos 
Mrcn* .- There were present?-

Wolf von STEINGER, Calle Azcuenaga .1544#
, Vincente Jjopoz (private),, and.
; 'Recenquista 491* Oity (business)

Oarl SPRINGER, Gallo Bebedero 3720 (private), 
and BoIsa de Gomercio (business)

OarLos W. STORZ, Oalle Doctor Penna 995#
Vincente Lopez (private), and ■ ^
Tucuman 839* City (business)

Otto Van Der VELDE, Oalle--San Martin 235 , (business) 
and Callo Oorrientes 986, Olivos (private)

HESS, Oalle Sucre 3201, Buenos Aires 
(? Landcsgruppenloiter)
BERGER’ is job is to "sound” the political atmosphere.
SPRINGER is g;i official broker oh the Bolsa,

His v/ork for the movement is jo keep statistics of the finances 
and riches of the country0 . " - '

The detailed information whioh follows is

POLITICAL 0RGAMI8A1IIONS
Names of Party Officials, and of 
active and important Nazis.

A.
1

!

GESTAPO
COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS

Names of firms knov/n to be working 
on behalf of the A©0.

B.
!

0.

!
i
:PROPAGANDAD. |
I(1940-D)FINANCE IE.

ESPIONAGEF. I
SABOTAGEG. I

:INDIGENOUS FASCIST PARTIES
(excepting the Falange)

It must be borne in mind that the information 
which follows is far from complete and should be regarded 
as presenting only a fraction of the whole pictureo

P.H.
STORE is a well-to-do man who does business in 

insulating materials. He keeps detailed statisties of British 
finances, commeroe and assets in the country.

Van Der VELDE is in charge of-.all statistics in 
connection with U*S„ finances, cormier ce and assets in the 
Argentine. ■ *

m
!

All leading officials of A.,0* organisations are 
N.S.D.A.P. members.

N.B. HESS is said to be in charge of collecting 
reports from the aforementioned individuals, whioh he condenses 
and hands direct to the German Ambassador.

Aative Nazis in Buenos Aires
Otto WETZLER, 3 de Fobrero 1654 

Kurt WEISS, Oran 3975 

Walter KNAUTH,. Pedr'd' Lozano 3499 

Drv Luis A. WEBER, Galileo 2433 "
Dr Oscar BEHR, Aroos 1829 

Willi WERTHEIM,'.Moldss 2740 ' :
Juan OEFINGER, Cordoba 5653 

Leopoldo TUTZER, Cerrito 512 

Arnold RUNGE, Villa Ballester, America 165 

Enrique STAUBLI, F.J„Sarmiento 1649, Florida 

Ing. Otto Walter WE..PIR, Monastario 778, V.Lopez

II
ARGENT I N E

(1939-B) There are in the Argentine 42,000 Reichsdcutsohe 
and some 220,000 Volksdeutsche. The chief settlements of Germans 
apart from those in Buenos Aires, are in Chaco, Misiones, Santa Fe; 
Cordoba, Entre Rios and La Pampa0

Go-operation between the various branches of the 
A.O. is ensured by the fact that the German Embassy, the Bane>o 
Gemanico, the German Chamber of Commerce and the Headquarters 
of the Propaganda Bureau are all housed in the same buildingc

* r

A, POLITIOAL ORGANISATIONS

(1940-D)
HE8S : ? Landesgruppenleiter
ZIESCHANK : Landesjugendfiihrer, Address s Av03 <3.e 

Febrero 2240, Buenos Aires.(1957-D) i

I

1



(1939-A) In Bahia BlancaHans WELTIN, Pasteur 361, Martinez
Roberto:von WERNICH, General Guemes 865, V. Lopez
Dr, LUETGE, Leandro. IT, Alem,168, Buenos Aires
Max WISSNER, Azopardo 802,: runs "family and

cultural gatherings" and an Employment 
Agency as a blind,

E.M.WENGER,' Corrientes 540

UHLITZ, Sarmiento 501
Herman TJARKS, Corrientes 672

H.PREUSSE,;Corrionte s 438
T.MESSERER, Pangalio 338

B, WILKENING, Lavalle 1143

Pedro WORNS,. Sar:.liento 377

Willy SCHECKENBAjH, Lavalle 368

Dr, Ernesto T, FRERS, Suipacha 670

Oarlos WOLIENWEBER. ■

E. AHRENS, Reconquista 443
L, van de DAELE, Callao 467
J. NAGEL, Oangallo esquina, Maipu
Von BORRIES, 25 de Mayo 195
Juan WOLF, Rivadavia 2030
Eugen KURZ, Av» Saenz. Pena 530

Principals

Von der HELLEN, wood buyer(1939-A)
E.PEPPIER, wool buyer and ex-submarine officer

J.BRANDENBURG, Mannesmanh

.W.CUTSCHOW, Int, Harvester
GoGROGHOLL, Rector German School

Also:-

NEBER, v/orks at Siemens Schuskert

C.MOENGH, Engt Power House

S'.NOVARRO(1939-A)
. . G. RIETH MEYER. & Cia

Fritz BURGIN

Hans J. PAULIG

'Joachim PAULIG

In 0,Rivadavia

Karl GRAUHUBER

In Neoochea
Frick DALHKE

(1939-A)
' Oarl BRAUN

LudWig,MEYER
Juan MUCHALL

Johann LUZIAN, Zabala 2479

Ernesto LIEBHARDT, Gualequaychu 3415

Walter SCHOVARCK, M.Pelliza 926, Olives

Federico LUERS, Fampa 2975

Hans von HORSTEN, Juan Bautista Alberdi 2286

Otto IOTZ, Josfe Hernandez 2536

Walter STAUFACHER, Lar-rea 1022

Antonio LANuESBEROER; Tuncal 1693

In Ploada de Obera
(returned to Germany December 1940)(1940-D) Paul HASE, Leader

Albrecht DIEHL, Deputy Leader

Franz ZEITZ
Peter HELFENRITTER, Pastor

' HOPPE, Pastor.

WEISS, Schoolmaster

Ludwig JAIS

■ . Miguel <7AIS
i. •

I
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ri 27>
mi. 26#

IFranz DORFEL, of Quimica Bayer* Leader of the 
provincial groups

Inge Franz HAAG, Dalle 25 de Mayo 145. Head of 
the 11 Sturm” No*5 (sabotage)

Ingo. Joachim UI'LERBAUMER, Cangallo 2625

(1939-A) m Punta Arenas
Oapto SCHMIDT of Gildermeister is Chief Nazi

In Rosario

Carlos BRENNEKE, Mitre 588 

Emilio OHMSTEDE, do*

The meeting-p'.eace is Av*Paraguay 525 or 562

The Embassy

Dr* Hermann METZGER : Civil Attach^

Gottfried SAND3TAEDE s-Civil Attach!) (see under 
sabotage)

BURMESTER : Commercial CounsellorIn Tigre Delta
Ton BERNARD ZEITNER Captain Dietrich NIEBUHR : Naval and Air 

Attach^ (see under espionage)
Willi KOEHN 2 'Press Attach^: Landeskornmissar* 

Resident chief of all Nazi activities in 
South America *

(1940-A)The Volksbuncl has absorbed the Winterhilfs.werk*
In La Plata the VOLKSBUND assumes all duties of 

the D.A*F. at Calle 6C asquina de Calle 126* (This manChristian ZIN33ER : Secretary*
was reported as being a specialist in 
"preparing" countries for German domination)The D,AoF> (Union Alemana Gremios)

In the Argentine the D*A*F, is officially 
domiciled in Calle Alsine 1250/1252, but the Edificio STAUDT, 
Bernardo de Irrigoyen 330, and Calle Moreno 970 are the 
principal centres of D.A0F* activities, the second of these 
addresses being the Nazi Braunhaus.

Leader : Alfredo MUELLER (involved in alleged scheme for
annexation of Patagonia in 1938)

(1940-A)

3* •••ESTAPO

(1940-B) Headquarters are on Av025 de Mayo, Buenos Aires* 

In Buenos Atrog
The local chief of the Gestapo and head of 

the Sabotage Corps is Dr* Gottfried BRANDT, who gets his 
orders.direct from Berlin, and within his own sphere of. V 
action can give orders to any.German.or German entity, and 
even to the Embassy* ■
(See also D.A.F.) *

(1939-A) lPrincipals

Dr* ESSICH, Calle Cral*Paz 827, T*Lopez; said to 
be Secretary of the D*A.F*

Richard LEUTE, Oral Roca 1224, Tincente Lopez* 
Financial head*

Dr* Gottfried BRANDT, (see under sabotage)
Organiser of the Arbeitsfront in the early 
stages, and later during MUELIER1 s 
imprisonment*

Reinhardt KUESTNER, Gutierrez 2231, Martinez

Thilo MARTENS, shipping agent of Av*25 de Mayo 267 
(see also under sabotage and espionage)

C.H*RADEMACHER, Calle Mariano Moreno, La LUoila
Ricardo G* STAUDT, of Messrs*. STAUDT & Co.
Udo VOSBERG

Major Viktor von SCHUMANN, of Siemens Schuckert 
(imprisoned with MUELLER)

(1940-A) II
A German between 22 and 25 years of age lives 

nt Segurola 1186, Vincente Lopez, and is known to be one of 
the Gestapo's "official agents".

(1940-D)

I
Others are.:-

J o rge LANDE SBERG■
'

Otto LANDSSBERG.
Jorge BLAUHORIn • !

i
'■

'■ tmIn Santa Fh

Frank WEIDENHOjtFER : Chief

Carlo& EISLE . ...

Adolf MARX covers the district from 
to La P?i.ata0

(1940-B) ' I
i 1
V ISanta F& ;•(1939-A) !

i
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Alejandro SCHOLZ

Enrique’ BOSEMBERQ.. .•

Emilio KESSLER

' n- CIOMMEROIAL ORGANISATIONS 

Those firms run Party groups among their(1939-A)
employees

Banco Germanico
Banco Aleman Transatlantico
Ohadopyf
Thyssen Lametall
Geopo
Quimica Bayer 
Lahusen & Co,

Otto OBERHOLZER

Emi]-io RUTH
i Luis SAUER

Julio WOHLSTEIN

Ernesto BEUTELSPACHER, Samiento 915 

Oarlos W.STORZ 

Henry MORSCH

Siemens SchuckertA.E< G • y
(1940-D)Bo eliler

Roechling
Kloeclmer
Krupp

! i
Burkhardt'& Cia, Defensa 321, Buenos Aires 
Enriquez,, J0B,? Rastoeado 621, Buenos Aires 
Hugo Stipnos
Sindicaiso Condor (Lufthansa)
Aritonio Me Dele:mo y Cia 
Messrs. Staudt & 0oo 
Compania Riberona del Plata 
Oompania Fcori'i y Mercantil Aoerometal 

. Frigorifioo Montogrande, Buenos Aires, contributed 
$2,300 to Nazi funds on 3*2.41•

(1940-d)
Eduardo HAHGEN
Ernesto MEY
Paul MERXIE
Otto SCHUOHARDT

(1941-D) !HESS (? Landesgruppenleiter) said:- "The 
high authorities and myself will continue to push the movement 
for the greatness of the Reich and National Socialism. You all 

. know how. It does not matter if we are. not seen or heard. You 
yourselves ought to intensify the Spanish propaganda, and to 
this end I am putting you in contact with the necessary elements. 
Our propaganda in Spanish ought to be continually inundating 
the country, and must above all be anti-British, anti-U.S.A. 
and anti-Jewish. Russia should only be named with moderation, 
and when absolutely necessary."

:

PROPAGANDA
(1939-A) The Headquarters of Propaganda is in the

Banco Germanico building.
(1939-D) Hans FIOKERT connected with General Motors, is active 

" 'in Gentian propaganda.
Sanchez SORONDO, son of Senator Sorondo, receives 

05,000 a month for distributing Nazi 
propaganda. (See also under Fascist Parties.)

Dr, METZGER. Chief of the Union of General School
masters. (? identical with Civil Attach^)

Following this, Carlos STORZ informed the meeting 
about different periodicals, the cost of this propaganda, and 
the manner in which it is distributed and directed. "El Pampero" 
has a defioit of 03,000 per month after deducting income from 
advertisements and sales.

s(1940-D) s>c.
ft!Similar subsidies are paid to "Afirmacion 

Argentina", "Alianza de la Juventud Nacionalists", "Nueva Ordon", 
"Choque", "Nueva Politioa", "El Pueblo"> "Restauracion", 
"Clarinada", and "El Pais". i

Nazi Newspapers:-

"Der Trommler", Official Party Organ; editor is 
Dr, ALBRECHT

!E. FINANCE
Richard LEUTE is financial leader. Address: 

Gral Roc a 1224? Vinoerice topez. ...

"El Pampero"

"Deutsche La Plata Zoitung"; editor is 
Edward Franz BONN

(1940-a)
I

; *
In 1937 it was. reported that SCHMITS, Chairman 

of the German Chamber of Commerce, organised the distribution. . 
of money. Funds passed clandestinely through.the accounts or 
the Riberena del‘Plata Co., a Geiman concern importing mainly 
coal.

!(1937-a)
(1940-D) On December 28th 1940 sixteen of the principal 

Nazi leaders in the Argentine held a meeting in the "Transocean" 
offices in Buenos Aires0 Those present included

■* %
Otto ROLLER

Hans tf/iNBRIOHr 5an Martin 388-
\ •

!
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! Franz KLBINGUT, in charge or cells?

• • . ; . • vi\\ t.« :..••• ’ • ' 5
F* .GRAF:/

E. Franz BONN (see Newspapers)
W. KREFF

Federico REUSCHIEIN

Mail and money is also collected and 
despatched through Compania Fabril y Meroantil Acerometax, 
Piedras 736-744, Buenos Aires.

Many

! (1940-a) ;:

commercial firms give monthly subscriptionsa
(1940-D)

to the A.O.
(1940-A)£3,000

£2,000
£1,500
£1,500
£1,500

Siemens-Schuckert S.A. 
Hugo Stinnes S,A. 
Quimica Bayer S.A. 
Sindicato Condor

(Lufthansa) 
Banco Germanico

-v.* •:•. fr *1 '
Hermann,FRIESE , - ,

■».. .’■ ’■

Rodolfo DUDEN
r. i. v .. • * ;

Roberto BECKER. 
HIMMLER
MAQKENSEN (Rosario)

In all, a monthly total of £'31,000
In the Argentine the financial position of the 

German business houses have been told to -.id'A.O. is critical, 
mortgage their assets in order to raise ready cash*

. Wilfred ARNOLD
Hans SAX■ f)t •

ESPIONAGE Fritz KEMPLERo

(1939,-A) Hans BAITER, correspondent of the Deutsches
has sent to Berlin reports re British shipping*

In January 1939 it was reported that the Germans 
(1939-A) were running a secret organisation in the Plate* This was 

controlled by Thilo MARTENS (see under D.A.F*) working in 
conjunctipn with Oap^ainT'Dietrich NIEBUHR, Naval and Air 
Attach^*

Adolf BRUNNERNachrichten Buero, . *./ .
The following'are reported to he trying to 

obtain positions in Frigorifieo Anglo
Ing, Fritz KOCH, Chief, Maipu 788

, - • • ' *• ' * • i . 4 '

Ernst FISCHER, Arguibel Adres 1434 }
Kurt GRUBER, Cordoba 731

(1939-A)

(1940-a) An individual who-may be connected with the 
above group is Federico OOGO of Orenstein and Koppel Ltd 
66 San Martin, Buenos A.1res0 He is in charge of an organisation 
reporting the movements of ships.

English-
speaking
assistants

♦ *

Hans Marie VQGEL, Viamonte 1648
Johannes SCHMIDT", Lanus 140

C::
Shin Sabotage:-G, SABOTAGE IThilo MARTENS : Leader (see under Espionage) 

Otto SCHOLE, 25 db'Mayo .375
(under the "DACHORGA^TISIERUNG,')

Principals

Gottfried SANSTAEDE, Civil Attaohi at the 
Btonos Aires Embassy,

• <
-• . Captain Rodolfo HEPE 

F. WILKE
Ing. F, STEINMAHN

(1939-A) Railway Sabotage:- h

. i
Ing, Walter PREINFALK : Chiefs an editor of 

Deutsohe La Plata Zeitung.

La Plata Arms Depots in Buenos Aires
Assistants:- Lufthansa, Sarmiento 354

Werk Kile A.G», Belgrano 712
Germania, Alsina 251-5 , \
Cell No. .5, Mo.renq 970 (Nasi meeting place)
Horst' Wessel House, V.Balloster

I w

• vjn the middle of July 194° large caches of
aims were , fpund in Mislojies.

: .! ** > - :
Inge F* HAAS, Sturm. 5 (see D.A*F*,)
Dr# A* HOLDHEIMER, Junin 352, Buenos Aires 

Max WISSNER (bog Party in Buenos Aires)

i

■

i i;
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INDIGENOUS FASCIST PARTIES |
• H.

MQkO-B) Argentine Young Nationalist are being’fed by the Germans with 
' — propaganda, money, and materials* Among the

leaders are Paul SALIVAS, and the son of 
Senator Sanches .SORONDO,‘ v/ho receives 
#5,000 a month.for'distributing Nazi 
propaganda®

BRAZIL-|

There are around a million Volksdeutsclae in 
Brazil, of which perhaps 100,000 are Reichsdeutsche.\. •

:r

(1940-B) The Ukrainian Movement in the Argentine, which is strongly
organised and very fascist, is partly 
financed by Alfredo MUELLER at the rate 
of 500 pesos a month, upwards.

A. POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS
(1939-A) Landesgruppenloitor : Baron von COSSEL. Headquarters are

at Sao Paulo
Restauraoion Party

Friedrich THIESS

Carlos KOHLER, T.taqui, Rio Grande do Sul
Ingo A. BOES, c/o H.Lange & Oia Ltda, P*0,B.1400, 

RiOo

Fritz ROTERMUND9 Sao Paulo, Rio Grande do Sul
Paul SCHAUM, P.ua General Camara 136, Rio
Dr.. EoC.SCHERER, Caixa Postal 134, Rolandia
FUCHS, Rua Carioca 59? Rio
M. SCHADLICH, Casa Alomar a, Rua Direata 18,

Sao Paulo
GAISER, Rua Alexandrino, Rio 

H. WIEGAND, Sao Paulo

(1940-D)

;Vi
7*

B 0 LI VIA
1

4There is said1 to be a German colony of about 
5,000 of whom 2,000 are in La Pas.

v\

• A»__POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS
Landeskreisleiter (Lec.,1935) : Theodor BECKEP.

%

0

The D.A.F.
0o COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS The D.A.F. at Rio is now known as "Der Bund der(1939-B)

V Schaffenden Reichsdeutschon’.',(1940-g) VOGEL & Oia, principal Pablo VOGEL, are the leaders f' 
of Nazi activity in La Paz and Polosi.

The German Manager of Lloyd Aereo Boliviano is said 
to be a leading Nazi.

(1940-P) B„ GESTAPO
• . % * / DOBERMAIN or DOBERMANN : Probable Chief 

DUDENHOFFER : important member of Gestapo
(1939-A)if

D. PROPAGANDA The Villa Carla, Avenida Beira Mar, Pernambuco, is
the meeting place for the Gestapo, This house 
is owned by Adolf BOECKMANN, who is 
subsidized by the German authorities.

(1940-B)
(1939-B) 'The Press .is pro-German. .Anti-German articleshardly ever appear. i a';

.7
I

%
Local leaders of the Gestapo 
at Pernambuco v/ho meet at 
above address.

♦ Arnold SCHMIDT ) 
Franz PACQUIE •) 
Erwin KALK )

i • !r

V
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(1939-D) A. HANEL : Landoslcrci sleiter at Santiago
0. OQffllEDOIAL ORGANISATIONS

Hermann STOLTZ & Co„ malco payments to agents on behalf 
.. of ^ne German authorities#

Banco Germanico del America do Sud : seven officials of
------------EhliT&uTwSi'J"Enplicatea in the coup d’etat -..._

attempted by the Integralists in 193°’

(1940-b) Dr„ Georg LEISEWITZ : Secretary at the German 
Embassy in Santiago

REIBLER : Member of the N©S*D.AoP.

(1940-b)

(1940-D)(1939-E)
Gustav VIERLING : Casa 3293* Santiago ..
Franz SCHILDER, Oorrientbs 225, Concordia, 

Argentine : -
Schutz HABSMAM, Uorddeutsche Line, /Valparaiso(1940-A)D.. PROPAGANDA

(1939-A) Major ZIPPELIUS : recently instructor at the
Oarabinoros. School;^ dismissed after the 
interception of a letter from him to 
General von PE I CHEN (von REICHENAU ?) in 
Berlin* reporting the growth of Nazism 

Probably a Party Member.

KOENIG : Cultural Attachfe.to the German Embassy 
at Rio0

Dr® ECKHARDT, C-aixa. Postal 59*> Rio, receives 
propaganda from JCHANNSEN.

(1938-A)

in Chile3

& ESPIONAGE

Gustav GLOOK, Rua Sangadeiros 156,
Chief of Espionage Service.

HAAS, Nasi courier; pilot of the Condor Mail 
1 planeo Address; Chalet Boa Vista, 
Avunida Niemayer, Rio«

(1939-A) Ca COM:lEROIAL ORGANISATIONS

Cia de So gi7.ro s ''La Transandinc”

Cia General dJ Anil.inas y Productos Quimicos
Socr, Ltda - Represent at i ve of I,G*Farben

Unitas Chilean - subsidiary of Staudt & Co*
(see Argentine)

Rio,
- Insurance Co3(1940-B)

!
H^_ .INDIGENOUS FASCIST PARTIES

The Integral!st Party
Da PROPAGANDA 

Tho Party Paper is the "Westkuesteribcobachter"
Since the suppression of overt German 

activities in Brazil in 1936* the work of the A.0„ is largely 
being carried on -under cover of the Integralist Party, which 

(194V-A) is financed by the Germans* One of the most active links 
between the Germans and the Integralists is Max

(weekly) •
■©c :7 tREISER.

INDIGENOUS FASCIST PARTIES
Vanguardia Popular Socialists (formerly Nacista Party) 

Gonzales von MARIES

H.
>rMi

(1938-B) Leader:
Principals :

!CHILE
Juan ABATTE

Fernando Garcia HUIDORO 

Hugo MORANDES 

Annibal HUNNEUS

(1938-B) rmt of a total population of 4*500,000 there 
.n n00 and approximately 25,000

; proportion^of^Germans is to be found in the central regions.

iXm■
I
i

Oarlos VIEDOLD 
(The last-named is a

A. . POLITICAL ORGANISATTOWR ide Alemania)member of. the Amig'-fi :1 :
;(1938-B) Membership of the N.S.D.A.P. 

not more than a thousand 0 is restricted - i.
‘

i

!
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This Parts is said to obtain its funds from German fi£ms 
operating in Ch.ile? which firins provide the Party with 
at the orders of the German Government.

Valdivia:-funds
' Jcachm ^AShZER^ -Principal Leader of province - ,

Asociacion Amigos de Alemania
»*■' ir ' Mka A. ii ■ - r ■ «r m

* * | ... i

' Formed in October 1939? by a group of Chileans, most of whom had bean educated in Germany, 
German schools in Chile0 The organisers are nearly all 
ex-military men, and are headed by General Arturo AHUMADA

Erich WERKFEI STEP, Party Leader
(194o-d) Ottmar GROB, First Assistant

or at
There are about forty; other branches in various 

towns which are represented by a* uHombre de Confianza” 
(Vertrauehsmann).

Deutsoher-Ohilienischer

Fernando Pc FONCK : 
Committees

Anselmo AL3RT : .
Committee®

Teodoro PRLISLER :

Bund - Offices at Agustinas 975 

Director; Library and School
(1940-B)

Assistant Director; Press 1

Treasurer and Finance Committee 0:0 L C M B I ArrArtur JUNGE :
Of Mrect01'

(1939-B) Tho Gorman colony numbers between 3,000 and
Dr. Rudolf WILLIS : 
F.HUBER INGEBORG 

Otto SETZ

• 5,000.Archivist

A. POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS .
(1941-C) Landesgruppenleiter : Emil 'PPJJEFKRT. Headquarters are at

Barranquii:’a0 A very able man who is making a 
. thordugh■job of tho Ratification of Colombia.

Gerd KREBS
His Sttttzpunkto are. working .efficiently in small 
towns aftd villages,, ;as well as in large centres.Dr. Ricardo KIRSTEN : 

Committee.
Prof . K. GRANDIOT

Chairman of Propaganda
Out-of-v/ork Gormans are paid by him, and made to
belong to secret military training centres. Every: Chairman of Culture

Frau Hedwig SCHWARZHAUPT : Director of the Women1 s Section

Committee German must report periodically in person to
PRUEFERT. His. record system is a model of German
thor oughne ss c -

©e,(1940-B) Valparaiso H. BOCK1-: ’drtsgrii^penleiter at Bogota; attached to 
the Legation under the title‘of

(1940-B)]
nHoheitstr&ger der Partei!!

;■ • ; ••• ' ' <....................................................

Carlos SCHWARZENBERG, Party Leader 

Erno FRIEDRICHS, Group*Leader
•; • •

.•■Dr. HER9DIEXH,. Bogota;,(1940-D)
- Stuart'- HOSIE '(1940-B)

Santiago:- •M»

The D.A.F. sDrc Richard KIRSTEN, First Leader of
local branch KALLAB : iLeadcc(1940-B)

Concepcion;- Walter Leader at Miramar
Dr. Albert MAT'IKE H, First 

H. KOCK, Secretary 

K. BALDE, Treasurer 

Carlos FORRESTIER, Second Leader.

Leader local branch Hans PRUHSj Leader- Barranca Bcrmeya
FUCHS (see Commercial Organisation)

; Hans Rooson MOELLER (see 'Commercial Organisation). V .•

GOEBERT, of Casa Helda
Frau SOHRIMPFF : Leader of the N.S.F.

* • ~---
"• 11* 4L
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FINANOE

Winterhilfswor-k is in the charge of the 
Collection Department of the Banco Aleman Antioqueno.

3.B. GESTAPO.
Karl REIGNER, First Secretary at the Legation is 

KeacT of the Colombian Gestapo.(1940-0)
■*:.r

• ».
go ESPIONAGE

VONSTEGRER : reported to be a German agent .
associates 

of
VONSTEGRER

Q.. COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS • «

(1939^A)The Germans are strongly entrenched in. 
Colombian commerce, especially in the Chemical and Drug 
business.

(1940-D) Conrad KURY
Jose MERCEDES SECALDAi !Roberto HAERTEL : President of the German Chamber 

of Commerce.
Casa HELDA : German firm which became prudently 

fused with a Swiss firm. Powers of 
Attorney in the Company held by Emil 
PRUEFERT and Adolfo HELD. Branches in 
Bogota* Cali, Pereira, and Buenaventura. 
Casa HELDA is closely identified with all 
Nazi activities.

Banco Aleman Antioqueno : Banlcero for the German 
Legation and Consulate. Also runs 
Winterhilfswerk.

AIMACEN FUX (FUCHS), Bogota and Barranquilla. 
Owned by FUCHS, an ardent Nazi.

Barranquilla. Agents for 
Hamburg-Amerika Line. Partner is Hans 
Roosen MOELLER, an active Nazi.

(.1940-B) Ferdinand GERBRECHT, Manager of the Consorcio de .
Oerveccri as Bavaria -S.A.., has. for some timeconsiderable correspondence

(1940-B)
•past been receiving _ from Berlin, which is reported to come from
important Nazi circles there.

r~-

E QUA DJ-L.g(1940-H)

Fritz FUHROP & Co A.__POUTIOAL ORGANISATIONS• t

Gustavo MOLLER of Guayaquilo is a firm composed 
of three brothers all.of whom are active 
Nazis. This firm is said to be the centre 
of Nazi activity in Ecuador.

(1941)
1

Da PROPAGANDA Ecuadorian, member of above finn.$ Willi MOLIER is an 

Irving HAUPTMANN @ Dr. KUNNEY
CThere are German schools at Bogota, Oali, and

Barranquilla. (1940-D)i BOHER, QuitoGottfried SCHMIDT. Special and/or Cultural Attach^ 
heads a group of business men who carry out 
propaganda. SCHMIDT also controls 
propaganda in several neighbouring republics.

Gert. BAUMHOEF.KER receives propaganda from A.GRUMMER 
of Hamburg.

Carlos SOHMELZER receives propaganda from Quimiea 
Bayer, Buenos Aires.

’

0. COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS "
1 1 ■ t - - - ’ImhT - -• - • "*»• •*-

SEDTA Air* Lim is managed by a German; all pilots 

German.(1940-0)

Helmut KLDTZ.

- Party Presst-
!"Karibischer Beobachter1' Editor iB W.BAUMANN, 

eashier at Almacen Fux (see Commercial 
Organisations)

7. f !
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me X I o 0
■«- . — . l-rcl Propaganda:-

* : Guillermo (Willi) BEICK

The lentro Aloman furthermore controls:-
1) Soc.iedad Aleman^., do Mexicanistras,
2) S;ooiedad Mutual! st a Alemana

Apart ado 7923, Telo 13-39-70.
3) German G7.ee Club'

4) Olub Hipioo Aleman,' Av. Castillo 200, Chapultepec Heights.
5) Club Aleman de Remos, Barrio de la Concepcion, Xichimilco.

(1941 -0) 6) German Athletic. Olub

- .POLITICAL .ORGANISATIONS
(1941-C)

It appears that in Mexico all German activities 
are oo-ordinated under an association known ao the Deutsche 
Volksgemeinschaft (Gentro Aleman). Av. Uruguay 80, Mexico D.F. 
This association is composed as follows:-
Honorary President

Apartado 239, Mexico D.F. 
de Mexico, Uruguay 73-3,

Freiherr Rttdt 
Board of Direotors:-

Guillermo (Willi) BEICK, Apartado 313* A Mexican by
birth; majority stockholder of Beick, Felix y ciao

Director cf Oompania Generale

von Oollenberg (German Minister)

J. Me FISOBER, 
AnU.inas

Adolfo HEUER, Compan

Carlos HEYNEN

Viotor MUELLER

7) Oasion Aleman, Lopez No.23 

a) N.S.D.A.P
de

Apartado 42-bis, Mexico D.F.• 9

Tccnica y Mercantile S.A.
Within the framework of the above, the following

are active in Nazi spheres:-
Landesgrupponlciter : Ewald BORK, Sierra Madre 265, 

Lomas do ChapurEe •,' Mexico, D.F. Branch 
Director of the Banco Germanico del America 
do Sude Was Landesgruppenleiter up to 
August 1940o It has since been reported 
that he has been superceded either by Willi 
BEIGK 01 F.HogAMo

H. WIRZ : Chief official- Of the Nazi Party in Mexico. 
Employee of F.H.TAMM of Avenida Republica de 
Uruguay 78.

Rudolf GRAEF : Secretary of N.S.D.A.P. Employed 
as TJook-keeper at Beick, Felix y Ola.

Hans ZOEPFFEL : Second in command of Nazi Party 
Gia de'Aililinas, S.A., Av. Uruguay 52,
Mexico D^Fo-

Bernhard W. F.ICKER : Frietid of the legal adviser
to the President of Mexico, and is proteoted 
by him0 •

Alberto PURER, Oalle Dr. Andrade 61, Interior 15, 
Mexico D.F. Assistant to FIOKER.’

Frau Theodora SYMANDS : a private teacher
11 • 1. - —. v,_.

Hans Heinrich van HOLLEUEER : important and active 
Nazi.

Lothar GERARD : Calle Morse 19, Cuernavaca
L. BAUMGARTNER, Liberia., Av. Uruguay 10, Mexico D.P.

Edgar HILGERT : it has "been suggested that this 
man has succeeded Ewald BORK.

Oarlos SCHULZE (see below) 

Federico VEERXAMP 

R. EVERBUSH, Agencia
y Gia

Commercial y Maritima
Lr. Oarlos PETERSEN ^°-enberg y Petersen (1940-a)Elreotor of the Wo_rking_comir::vt tees: -
Ewald BORK

(1941-0)Treasurer a£
German Legation 

Oharity and Snen-iaT
(1940-A)

il_actiyitiee:-
Adolfo HEUER 

Employment Agency- _

W. HARBEIE(0)ir 

Cultural Department: -
m ^ — i ■■ — »■■■ ■— » -«

Of ?̂ens+cln & Keppel S.A.

E,W,SOHRO STER, Director of the This department 
school and 
benefit

German School, Mexico, 
conducts the German evening 

university which is run free for the 
of Mexicans who care to learn the German language and history. The enrolment in

is in the neighbourhood of 1,pOO-2.000 Mexicans. (1940-A)
(1940-H)

. i

'
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(1941-0) Garbos SCKULEE ^ Managor 

Otto STRSCKER 5 hie Assistant
V/> RICHTER : the most. 

Represents prosperous Gorm&ri- in Mexico* 
a number of American steel firms#

rjorc? Yoiyfc*'.V^'Hon '.r

Ev/alu BOP.K : Branch Director 

Hermann STALLPCRTH
Jo PIEKL : Commercial Assistant to Ewald BCRX

E * SCHONDF 5 : a Mexican

Baron err Colonel Friedrich Karl Ton SCHLEEBRNGGE
ppnc ;oguorra'T4a, Mexico-City,.-ia, the military 
head of all Nazi activities in Mexico, and 
possibly also in Central America. A police 
raid on his house revealed 
radio transmitter.

• •

Casa BAYERs-
------ -------- ---------- 1 1 --------------- --an unauthorised

Franz von ROEHRIG, Marcella 55a, is an agent for
• the German Legation and goes out collecting information.

•. •
This firm has three P.0© boxes, and Ludwig 

SCHREISER, the Manager, has two personal P0Oo boxes©"*"One of 
(1941-0) These boxes is registered under the name of "Dario Elizondo" 

and has for seme years been receiving a large mail f^r-oxa South 
America© Possibly Casa BAYER is the clearing-house for 
instructions to other South American countries© Recently 
SCHREIBER registered another box under the name of’Enrique
Paredes"©

D’ll HangJERZEN is a leading Nazi.TJ

!
!

The firm is actively engaged m Nazi props.-
3a__GESTAPO

Headquarters fu?e at Acapulco
Priedrich ROTTER : Chief of tho Gestapo at 

Quczaltcnango*

ganda, and probably espionage#•:

Qiarlos 3TEIN^y.Q,ia

pr.n^t.nMB quimioos ®_ !“Qompania Mexicana _de_PiBruno FRIES

In view of tho report under Uruguay (Gestapo), 
that tho Gorman Sports Club in Montevideo is believed by the 
Uruguayan authorities to conceal the Gestapo, it is of interest 
to note that a report dated February 1941 expresses strong 
suspicions that the German athletic club in Mexico is training centre.

This firm employs KRENZLER, who is chief of ihis tin P ^Qther allegeaiy dangerous
German propaganda in Mexico© 
employee is Robert-i MANGER

de R. L. :-RIMEXi S.a military
This firm is operated by one of the sons of 

original founders of Beick, Pelix© His name is Victor 
most militant Nazi©the

PELIX, and he is a
DC # COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS 

Commercial Attach^ : Hans BURANDT 

Gorman Chamber of Commerce:-

(? Richard) EVERSBUSCH, President 

C0M2ADI, Secretary

f
Mo tores Ko_qy.iij^H •(1940 )

f ■Joachim RUGE

Union Quiniica:-
Nazi archives from 1938 
of Helmut GAP-DEE •Housed confidential 

under the careThese wereonwards©
..flermanioo i -

Agenda Commercial y Maritima:-
This is a shipping company with headquarters 

at Tampico© Practically all the German trading consuls are 
tied up with this firm, so that they are the most active Nazi 
propaganda bodies in Mexico© The manager is Richard EVERBUsCH, 
the trading consul at Tampico© All the members of this firm
are militant Nazis.

(1941-c) iThis Bank is not a member of the Mexican 
clearing-house and never issues a financial statement.
Recently, however, Mexican lav/ decreed that all banks publish 
a balance-sheet, and in February 1941 a balance-sheet of this 
bank appeared in the local press. This was probably a cooked- 

- up.’account. It is understood that the German bank in Mexico 
pays the German agents in cheques. It carries all 
and all ■! subscriptions" collected by extortion 
from German firms in Mexico.

|li

■••

& i

i ■Nazi funds 
or otherwise1

i
■

1
:

■ '
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distributes Fichtebund propaganda.The list ox” the trading consuls connected with Fritz HEINIGER
Heinz DOHRING, Articulo 123, distributes Pichtebund

propaganda.
Baron von VJALE5N-BURGEN : a very important 

propagai'disto

(■191+0-H)the Ao 0tMo follows
Karl SHULTS 
Walter SCHMIFiDEHAUS 
Erich OIEMENZ 
Wilhelm HESSEIZ^AM 
Alfred J* WOHLER 
Karl HAGMEIER 
Hans CRAM 
Wilhelm BEDfilKE 
Otto WSI8ER 
Edgard KOCK

(Consular agent)

Colima Oolo 
Chihuahua* Ohiho 
Guadalajara 
Guaym&s,, Son0 
Masatlah, £in0 
Merida-. Yoc©
Monterrey, N« L©
Oaxaca, Oax©
Crisah a^ Vor,

Parralp Ohiho 
Puebla., Puio 
Tampico, Tamp 
Torrson, Coah©
Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chis0 
Vera Cruz, Ver©

OOOOOOOftOOOOCOQ©

JOOOOOPO
OOGOOfc'iOOOOOOO

OO a 0 0 0900 • *.»
OoocOocoooo

(Deutsches Haus) Apartado 23 Bis.Casino Alemanc o & * >000000000

oooooocoof»oooooooo

6 6 0 0 0 OOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOOC OOOOOOO

FINANCE
(1941-0) All Germans contribute to the Centro Aleman,

which constitutes a principal source of ITazi funds in
Mexico©

S*—*00 000 <> 00c

Carl PETERSON 
Richard EVERKJSCH 
Ernst W2ESINGER 
Carl SEIPPEL 
Max HERGSD

c » • oo^ooooaoon
OOOOOC o.o*

©OOOCO.OOO&O

ogGogoooogodoo©

f Beick, Felix, Piedad 85, 
Press Propaganda*

\ 00 •> o r* 00000*00 *300 Willi SCHNEIDER or 
buys and pays for the GermanMexico DoF ° 9

Max 3I01EL collects funds for the Party.F.H.Tamm y Ola© Ltda
K;. yActress: Av© Republics de Uruguay 78, Mexico 

City* P*HoTAMM is a German Nazi© He is considered the 
"most dangerous German in Mexico©u He has no scrupl.es 
whatever, and many people believe him to be the head of the 
Nazi Party in Mexico© At any rate ha is very clever and very 
dangerous© With him is associated ErneSt BREEDS©

H*__INDIGENOUS FASCIST PARTIES
The GOLD SHIRT PARTY works closely' with the 

and with Fascists in the U©S.ACGermans
Siemens Mexico SPA0

(1941-0) OM : Technical Director of the Ericsson Telephone Co© in 
Mexico City© Has numerous telephones tapped©

Clever & Lassman:-
p JJR_A GUAY

Address: Uruguay 44* Mexico City© 
Krupps and for Pfaff sewing-machines©

Agents for
D iri Paraguay is a large and in Paraguay number oft: The German colony 

It has a successful school.
is 10,000o

A0| .. POLCTIOAL ORGANISATIONS

BEHRENS: German 
Chief of the Brown Army 

of Paraguay©"

Colonel Federico SCHMIDT

The(Jan© 1937-B)
active one# 
Volksdeut scheN

l Do PROPAGANDA,^f.T « ’*rr-mT’. .c-.H-CT. IT .*«V T- -J
\

Fiehtebund propaganda is distributed by 17 subject, described as
of the Assaultleading German firms in Mexico, Reiner(Jan, 1937-B)

Arthur DIETRICH s formerly Press Attach^ and
Leader of propaganda in Mexico <, Was declared 
persona non grata in -Juno 1940, and forced to 
leave the country.

KRENZIER, of Ccmpania Maxicana, 
propaganda in Mexico. '
DIETRICH,)

Erick Joseph STERN, Agencia Informal;iva Alenana,
Av, Morelos 42., Office No. 8, Mexico B.P,
In charge of relations with the Mexican Press,

Troops

(1940-D}
T-n Misiones;-

of Nazi activityis the Chief of German 
(Possibly successor to : LeaderX)r Frederico SUNTJLIM.

(1940-0)
Werner HOFFMAN 

Erwin HUNT 

Adolf KLEIN

(1940-a)

i

//"
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0. COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS. .
Hans Christoph von BUCH : Commercial Attach^; 

representative of Banco Germanico del 
Amerika do Sul. Address; Apartado 715t 
Lima.

Adolfo STRCHBAGH : Representative of Banco Germanico 
del Amerika do Sud.

Weert LEEMHUIS : Agent of Norddeutsche Lloyd in 
Callao.

!* -V* • ' ’ *'

bans ANDRESS : Manager of local branch of Quimioa 
BAYER.

Desiderio RAMOS 

Justo SACIDO 

Frederico TSIB1ER

(Jan. 1940-E)

In Villa Rica;-

HEISSENWEBER
In Asuncion r~

KETTERBlR

Albert SEEGER ; Head, .of Banco Aleman Transatlantic, 
and chairman of the Lima German Chamber of 
ConmeroQo

<4> T)n PROPAGANDA
; Propaganda agent.

(see above)

PER IT ' .

Fritz MOEEIUS
Weert LEEMHUI3 :
Walther SIMMONS orTransatlantic wireless station. German 

national with Argentine passport. Has 
attempted to bribe the newspapers by offering 
them newsprint at low prices.

(Jan.1940-B)A0_ P0LUICAD ORGANISATIONS

Karl DEDERING : Landesgruppenleiter, also German 
Consul-General at Lima. Actuary with 
Rimac Insurance Company. Private address: 
Avenida de los Incas 295» San Isidro.

Adolf HEYDTMANN : a leading Nazi, employed by 
Remington Rand Company in Lima

Federico MALHER, Lima 

Paul PAULSEN : leading Nazi

'wi.0 o(Mar.1939-B)
SIMONS is in charge of a(Jan.1940-B)

i ■

(Jan. 1940-B) i

(

(1940-d)
(1940-B)

Fernando EMMEL : Stiitzpunktleiter at Arequipa; 
also German Consular agent at Arequipa.

! ' •.

Dc l U R U GU A Y '
iDIPLOMATIC ESTABLISHMENT 

Bernard GEORGES : Civil Attach^

Erich LEINHOS : Civil Attachfe

Hans Christoph von BUCH : Commercial Attach^
Johannes HINRIOHEN 
Richard WE3TERHANN 
F.HAUSCHILD

Col. Hans BUSCH : Air Attache; known to 
following:-
General Ernst UDET 
Herr von CRAJHON-TAUBADEL 
Freiherr Carl August von GABLENZ 
General Kastner KIRDORF 
General Hellmut WIBERG
AdcJ.raf Wilhelm CANARIS, Berlin-Schachtensee

Beta Teil 17

i

The German colony,, in Uruguay is not a 
particularly large one and is mainly centred in Montevideo,

• (1939-B) but it appears to be one of the most highly organised in South 
Amerioa. Otto LANGMANN, the Geiman Minister, was himself a 

I member of the Party before 1932 -. and is still.I

I A. .POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS
: Calle Piedras 406, Montevideo

: Press Attaches
Party H.Q.
Landeskreisleiter : Julius DALLDORF, fomerly Manager 

of the firm of woolhuyers of Lahusen & Company, 
and now Press Attache to the German Legation. 
Owns a ranch in eastern Uruguay, where he has 
a- private wireless transmitter.

> write to the (1939-A) :

.
-Ii _J
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Ehe following.are active Nazin;- (1939-A) Marten JAEGER : Trader
Herbert THOMSEN : Technical employee of the firm 

of Earth & Coo
Von METZEN : Manager of Estancia north of the town of 

Paysandu.v Is said to run a Po.st Office for 
passing Nazi propaganda and papers from Uruguay 
to Southern Brazil.,

Maximo J* KOHLER

(1940-B) •• Arnulf FUHRMANN : German’born, but believed to'be 
naturalised ’in Ar gentinao Author of the 
^■Funhrm'/h1 plan for the seizure of Uruguay* 
Regarded as cue o :• the principal Nazi 
leaders in .South .America*

Rudolf PAT.3 : German, 30 years of age, Bachelor, 
Arrived in Uruguay about three years ago 
and shortly afterwards secured a post as 
teacher in a German school at Penarol, 
using for this purpose the diploma granted 
him in his native country* Said to be 
head of the Nazi “cells51 in Uruguay*

Otto KLEIN : German,, 53 years of age*
Has been two years in Uruguay* 
engineer’s diploma, hnd has worked as such 
on different occasions for the Uruguayan 
Government* Is understood to be the chief 
of German propaganda, and to be entrusted 
with this organisation in South America of 
markets ior German industrial products*

Employees of the Goman Oil 
Refining Company (ANCAP)EISENHAUER ) 

MOSER. )

J. G. HANSEN
Hermann STAHL, of Oro del Rhin. (Goman teashop), 

dalle Convene ion *1403*

Hermann SCHULER
Walter SPITZ

Married* 
Has an

I

Max SCHIEF

Ricardo LUEDEOKE, Montevideo, Goman 3onk* 

LORENZ, Montevideo, of Siemens Bauunion. 
Siegfried LAUBE, Montevideo, of Brchmet & Co* 

HOLZMANN, Paysandu 

H* SCHULZ, Paysandu
Franz RUETE,.Las Piedras

•«
W. EISELE, Oanelones 

J* ROHNER, Rio Negro 

Ec AOKERMANN, Colonia Suiza 

GULDENSTEIN, Salto 

Werner FORKER of Barth & Co#
Dr Rudolf SCHAEFFER of Bayer & Oo.
P.R*BERGENGRUEN of Riberena del Plata 

Rudolf BERNITT of Be.rnitt & Oo*
Hans J* ELVER! of Bernitt & Co*

Rudolf MEIfSNEr : G j 'man- _ 
ab out 14 15 (j e 1 i 0ve d
set up 
be one c 
he re*

31 years cf age* Arrived' 
clandestinely) and

Is believed tolea fier act cry* 
thj chief members of the party

Is a member

t:.

(1940-D)
of the Storm Troopers, 

and has been a member of the Naid. Party for 
some nine years0

•v

Adolf DUTINE j German, 43 years of age* 
Yr StUtzpunr- ieiter at Paysandu.- Known to

Reginald BECKER : German, 40 years of age* Came to 
Uruguay some time ago and took up residence 
in the city of ^rrsandu* Has been local 
correspondent at Paysandu for tho Argentine 
newspaper ME1 Pamoro", notoriously pro-Nazi 
in its tendencies, the circulation of which 
was recently prohibited in the Republic.

©r

Julius HOLZER : German, 41 years of age. Like 
BECKER, established himself at Paysandu 

• shortly after arriving in Uruguay. During a 
short residence in Montevideo was employed 
by Barth & Company in their motor-oar section.

■ Friedrich SCHOENFELD ©'.Frederic SCHOFIELD 
SchbnfclJ GOR.'DOR 
Bachelor-,

@ Federico
; German, 25 years of age. 

Came to Uruguay several yearB ago 
and settled In Montevideo, it is believed, as 
a commit ion agent. As such he has made 
frequent journeys to the provincial towns. (j'arl EYMER of Skoda Ltd.

(The above eight Nazis are 'non under arrest in Montevideo, and
are about go stand their trial for their part in the "Fuhrmann" affair.)

of Rio Negro Hydro-Electric WorksIng. GERIACH 

Arthur GUTTMAN of Staudt & Oo.i
(1940-B) barbkneoht j Pr jsidoht- 'Of the Club 

Aleman,, Ho and his 
active Nazis,-

Otto HAHN of Curt Berger & Co.Independiente 
son are known to be

;

'
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Victor e.a SSS33S3 ;

Hennaaa SUSS ; (cf tho GuMean Legation)

1st .
Mutuali sta Aleirmuia.

ayMMiiiMJsags&s (k.DoS1
Olub Aleman de Plane adores (Gasman Gliding Ola!;''

Grirpo Deportfvo Aleman (German Sports Club)

It is believed that this institution conceals

Wo KNU1L of Staudt & Co*

Hans’. LICHTENBERGER of .Barth & Co.

Henry QUINCKE of Quincke & Co*

•Van BOECKELMANN of Riberena: del Plata 

SCHICKE of Oia Telegrafioa-Telefonioa 

Dr. Udo SCHAEFFER of Bayer & Co.

M. SCHMIDLER of Rio Negro Hydro-Electric Works. 

Heinz 8TAHLHUT of Anilinas Alemanas S.A.

Kurt WEGENER of Barth & Co.

Alfredo V7IGCHHU3EN of Finsterwald & Schaich 

MASSENBACK, Montevideo©

President

vice-Pros!dont
9

\
O /

the Gestapo.
•

1 (1940-K) Storm ITrocrjers in Uruguay are reported to be under the command 
of Julius HOLLER and Rudolf PAT20 There also exists a special 
corps of Nazi Police who. among other duties,, are appointed to 
guard the German Legation©

i
!

There is also an organisation of motor-cyclists 
capable of being used at any moment for military purposes, their 
organisation exceeding 100 units©

Tho following arc regular travellers between 
Montevideo and Buenos Air.es and are known to be active Naziagents;

:i Otto SCHAOHER $■ Engineer giving classes in the
Uruguayan Naval School

Guillermo SPIEKS 

Walter SPIEKE

Wilhelm von SEIDLITZ : Representative of the 
Mitteleurop&isches Reisebtiro of Berlin 
in Buenos Aires.

s
;

!I
be cloaked by ikeThe Gestapo is reported 'o! !(1940-A)

i 'Grupo Deportivo Aleman©

Three of its agents are;- 

Friedrich HEROLD 

Fritz BUHL 

Julius HOLZER

:

The D.A.F.i:
Gero HOLZ : Chief

Julius HOLZER ; Second

August MUELLER : Secretary

Monthly subscription of members is
Hitler Jugend

HOMBEftG ) T ■ ■n 
TREPP ' Lca-..urs

jC »

1
S?_PPM5ffiRCIAL ORGjmMim

five pesos.
All private individuals and German Vvsines9 

compelled to do business through the Banco Alemanhouses are 
Trans a tlant .100 ©

££*35. HOfflH and OttoJECBlN have been active 
in furthering German pene'orauion of Uruguayan Gnmmeroe0 'They 
fostered the organisation of the National Socialist Institute of

Engineers (V.D„I„)6

/
{1 940-*K)

^ The die in
is extraordinarily strict 
the greatest brutality. 9

It is r

re of the Hitler Jugend in Uruguay 
ahu ^urjisimient is inflicted v/ith
*7 -

German
A special reason for the strong German hold 

on Uruguayan commerce is the existence of tho Oonsorcio Aleman 
(Rio Negro Hydro-Elec trio Scheme) which was inaugurated-in May 
1938. Some two thousand Urugua3rans arc employed on the site a; 
the Germans have net hesitated to use tho throat of throwing these
men out of work as a political weapon*

reported that the Hitler Jugend carryservice revolvers.

N»S«F,

Senora B^RNITT : loader ...

j
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nGerman Bank,Tl:e /f:-3Go:rolo., ucgoblior with tho. 
supervises and controls, in collaboration with tho Gorman^ 
Chamber of Commerce, all exports and imports to and from Germany 
and the transactions of all German firmo*

53.
:1939-a; a Sometime ago MOSER and ono of the EISENHAUERs 

J0^e 3eno^ce? AoSoOoAoPfc and it was understood that they
had .been dismissed* but it appears that they have merely been 
transferred to another Department. Several of these Gormans 
live in the immediate vicinity of the A.N.C.A.'Po and Nazi 

•meetings, have been held in the house's of MOSER and EISENHAUER in La Te3a#

telegraph clerks in one 
Government Radio Station ab Cerrito work at or for tho^German 
Legation in their spare timoo One of those* a man called 
VESAIRE8* delivers personally to tho German Legation telegrams 
received by Cerritu0

(1940-A) It is known that various

The Manager of the Government Experimental 
Pawn, Ing* BOERGER, is both a German and an ardent Nazic ^ iThe Texas Oil Co0 has a German-born manager* now 

Uruguayan by nationality* and the foreman is an active Nazio
The State Electric Light & Power Board (UgT.Eo) 

supplies light and power throughout Montevideo and to the Port. 
Many of the key-men in its powerhouses are Gormans.

The automatic telephone installation was put in 
by Siemens Schuclcert, of which the Director in Charge was 
educated in Germany, and is an ardent GermancphiXe* The engineer 
in charge of the telephone system is a German* Hermann LUTTIOH 
and his chief assistant, Frederick IIOLLWECK, is reported to be 
a dangerous Nazi* Practically a!3. the senior electricians in. 
charge of the relay boards and most of the men in administrative-^- 
char-je of the various sectional exchanges are Germans.

German electricians fur some time were 
installing telephones in the British Consulate^ As ordinal 
employees of the U.T.E# they can at any time be sent there to 
do repair work.

Baron.Max von BUCH, the special representative of 
Siemens in the Argentine and Uruguay, was given a Uruguayan, 
passport by the Uruguayan Minister in Switzerland. He nov/ 
travels indiscriminately with either this document, a German 
diplomatic passport, an Argentine cedula, or a Uruguayan cedula* 
He is a young man of much personal charm, and Is reported as 
being "very dangerous, particularly from the .British point of 
viev/." y •

Many of the principal Nazi office horiders are 
employees of the most important German business houses, so that 
the principals of the firms and all employees thereof are 
controlled politically by members of their own staff or by 
their colleagues# These firms obey the orders of the Party, 
and include

Bart-h & Go*
Bayer & Go#
Riherena del Plata 
Bernitt & Go.
Skoda Ltd*
Staudt & Go.
Ourt EERIER & Co.
Brehmer & 0oe 
Siemens Bauunion 
Quincke & Oo.
Ola Telegrafioa-Telefonica 
Anilinas Alemanas S.A. 
Pinsterwald & Schaich

The trunk lines to Buenos Airus are owned by 
and the manager and senior staff are Gormans.

Other national industries and institutions 
in wh;‘h Germans have penetrated are as followss-

iSiemens

Meat Packingf •

•-Si •

In this sphere Germany has the following
key-men:- -

Manager of the Frigorifico Nacional
Chief analytical chemist of Frigorifice Swift
In Frigorifico Artigas about six posts of importance?

i.
ii.
iii. • i

D. propaganda
A. IT. 0. A? P •

at Calle Piedras 406.Propaganda Headquarters 
Known branches exist at Paysandu, Salto, Ganelones, Paso do los 
Toros, Rivera, Melo, Florida, San Jose, and Oolonih Suiza.

are
The following eleven Gomans hold positions of 

importance. Those marked with a + are .coown to be active Kesris

MAISR+ Otto iCT.Tiirw (sec above under Political Organisation)
is understood to be ohief of German propaganda. ■

DEGEHER4-
DOLDER

LUKAS4-
PFLANZ

Carlow EISEMIAUER4

WOHL

LUTZ+
KRABS+

MOSER4-
Federico EISEHHAtfER4*

Nazi newspapers:-
"Die Deutsche Wacht" - anti-semitic
"El Oentinela Aleman" - (? identical with above)
"El Pampero" - banned
"La Fragua" - edited1' by Leslie GRAVTFORD, 

Englishman aged about 24*

(1939-A)

i
Actualidad Grafica, tho local news service, 

tho GemS~SaippTr:g-Hm of DELFINO & Oo.
I

ijS run by

I
• *

■
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INDIGENOUS.-FASCIST PARTIES

KEVISIONISTA <*> though small, is important as 
cover for Nazi activities.

■ HERRERISTA, - not necessarily fascist, but is
intriguing with the. Nazis in.order 
to got into power.

H..For more than a year the Goman Legation have 
been importing propaganda literature* films, cinematograph and 
•radio sets under diplomatic privilege® When, recently, a 

• parcel approximately a ton in weight was held up by the Customs 
Inspectors, the German Minister ealled in person on the head of 
the customs and prevailed upon him* to allow this through without 
inspection® *

At least two radio broadcasting stations in 
Montevideo are heavily financed, and possibly entirely 
controlled, by the Nazi Party® They are Radio Uruguay and 
Radio Continentals

mmmmwr

Schools
i.

Hindenburg School, Montevideo 
Eseuela Aleman de Fenarolo

A. POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS
MARGERIE (? connected v/ith the firm

«1 »>-D) ***skreisleiter^:
ESP101AGEF.?__ x

Heinz BLOHN 

Eberhard GATH! IN 

Helmut Wo HESSE, attached

KUHN 

SANDMAN 

WOLZ . :
HEINISH s Sports Leader

(1939-A) The German Chamber of Commerce cables twice 
daily to Germany reporting all’movements of shipping through 
Montevideo® to German Consulate

An active watch by Germans is kept on all 
shipping and merchandise, for which purpose German employees 
of the Riberena del Plata are used* (See Argentine - Finance)

G0 SABOTAGE
Saboterws are divided into Sthrme. 

following are known members of St:drme 1,2 and 3®
Group No®1

C19UO-A) The

©<. SABOTAGEGroup No02 ■ Ek
Anton Pranzmaria PETTER : German egent believed 
to be connected with Sabotage to oil fields, 
disembarked at La Guiara 26th April, 1940*

Julius DALLDORF 
Julius HOLZER 
Friedrich HEROLD 
Fritz BUSCH 
Alfred WISCHHUSEN 
Hans BUSCHER. 
Victor de SERENE 
Ferdinand ROHT

Gero HOLZ 
Rudolf PAETZ 
Rudolf HORLER 
Pedro AUBERMANN 
Alfred MUELLER 
Hermann KUSS ' 
Josef' PFEFFER

Gustav(1940-B)
"

>

i£KKEJ£S&3 . 4

Werner FORKER 
Wilhelm HUEHNERS 
Hans LIOHTENBERGER 
Herbert THOMSEN 
Otto SOMMERER 
Ernesto TEEIK ' 
Gerhardt BOHN

:

'
1 • *

\ —
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0 K N T R A L A M ERICA

GUATEMALA
(1939-B) There are said to he large and potentially 

dangerous German communities in the departments of San Marcos 
and the Alta Vera Paz. These communities are active and 
well-organised under Nazi leaders*

Gerhardt HENTSCHKE, ostensibly commercial secretary 
at the German Legation, is said to be Nazi 
Leader for Central America, as well as Chief 
Propaganda Director*

i;

Nazi headquarters are at 9 Call© Poniente 27,
Apartado 231, Guatemala*

The following are active Nazis:
Karl HEMMSRLING

KALTV7ASSER

(1939-D) Dr. Fritz MUELLER, Director of the German School

COSTA RICA

There is a colony of three or four thousand
Germans • *

One of the leading Nazis is Karl BAYER.

Practically the whole membership of the Hitler 
Jugend is Costa Rioan, and in 1939 its leader v/as a captain 
in the Costa Rican army.

HAITI
<

(1939-B) Chief Nazi is John FETERSEN, Inspector of the
Hamburg Amerika Line.

A German by the name of REINBOLDT Was in 191+0 
known to have been associating with a German sabotage agent - 
? Gustav Anton Franzmaria FETTER. (See under Yenezuela)

:CUBA

In October 1938 it was reported that a PAET2DG 
NAZI CUBANO was in the process of formation. The following 
were reported as being active in the service of Germany:

I. ADRIAN 

Otto FRUZSOHE 

Theodore WIEL 

G. AOKERMANN 

0, ALBERS

The local office of the Norddeutsche Line 
.aid to be a busy propaganda centre.

(1938-B)

was



GOTHHtOIESra HOUSE 9

FALKLAND ISLANDS„ STANLEY*
11th September* 1941*SJGJS 5?.

Sir*
I have fee honour to acknowledge the 

receipt of and to thank you for your letter* 

No. O.F. 22/11/D.D.F. of fee 26th of June* 

1941* enclosing a Memorandum on fee Auslands- 

Organization and German activities in south 

America#
I have the honour to he*

Sir*
Your obedient servant*

% •

Governor.

Brigadier Sir David Petris, 0.7.0 
Bex No. 500,

Parliament. Street, 3.0., 
LONDON, 3.W. 1.
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